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Abstract

The Italian occupation of Ethiopia holds a
significant place in the history of the country. Beth
Ethiopian and foreign historians have written extensively
on the subject. The theme of Italian occupation has
also inspired Ethiopian novelists and playwrights.
Their novels and plays try to show the causes of the
war, the conduct of the war, its political, social,
economic and cultural effects, and the patriotic
resistance. Some of these literary works also deal
with the prevalent situation immediately after the
liberation of the country.

After identifying the major prenccupations of the
works dealing with the theme of Italian occupation this
study also attempts to show the differences in the
authors' interpretations of some of the issues and
events of the war. All the authors cite avenging the
defeat at the battle of Adowa as one of the causes of
the Italian invasion of Ethiopia. Ar'aya underlines
Italian economic interest as the major reason for the
aggression; Endgwgtt§c~ g&rr§~6 gives Italy's colenial
ambition as the main reason. Sgr§-Koloniyalist mentie~s
the Fascist Party's policy as an immediate cause of the
war. In the treatment of the conduct of the war the
majority of the works concentrate on the battle of
May(;gw. Bassa Qetaw and Ar'aya portray the conduct

•
!IIIof the war at the battle of Sire, Tembien and Amba'radem
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as well. vAlmothum beyye Alwasem treats the conduct
of the war at the Eastern Front. ygmay{gw Quslanna,
Ag'azi and Endgwgttgcc garracc minimise the losses• •
suffered by the Ethionians while exaggerating that of
the enemy. They also magnify the role of the Emperor.
The majority of the works attribute the defeat of the
Ethiopian army to lack of modern ammunition, training
and organisation. Endgwgttgcc garrgcc and Ar'aya

• •
cite the complacent attitude of the older generation
as one of the causes of the defeat.

The Emperor's flight to Europe is mentioned as one
of the immediate political effects of the Italian
occupation. Novels such as y~aycgw Quslgnna and Ag'azi•
hail the Emperor's fleeing the country as a wise p~litical
decision. Ar'aye suggests that the decision was wrong.
Addabay and Bassa Qetaw condemn the move and consider it
as betrayal. These novels also cite the occupation's
international effects as well. The social, economic
and cultural effects are reflected in the disintegration
of family, hardship of the life ~f the peJple, the
widespread habit of alcoholism, the flourishing ~f bars
and hotels and the widespread practices of prostitution.
Novels such as Addabay. Basse Qetaw and Ng~anngt and plays
such as Sgrg-Koloniyalist deal with the issues in greater•
length. Y~ayCgw Quslgnna and Ag'azi try to subordinate
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the patriotic resistance to the political struggle
of the Emperor. On the other hand, Artaya, Bassa
Qetaw, Addabay, Najannat, Ennat Al&IDTgnnu, Balca
Abba Ngfso, Sgr~-Koloniyalist and Y~lemzat consider.
the patriotic movement as a force that played a crucial
role in the liberation of the country. Similarly, the
latter group of works see the period that immediately
followed the liberation with pessimism or even with
disapproval. Ag'azi, Y&IDaycgw Qusl~nna and Almothum

i

beyye Alwasem express their contentment with situation
prevalent after independence is restored.
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I. THE THEME OF IT/iI,IANOCCUPATION
IN MAJOR P~HARIC NO~~LS AND PLAYS

INTRODUCTION

Amhsric noveli2ts and playwrights portray in their
works significant historical events of their country.
They lay special emphasis on major battles such as
Adowa, Dogali and Metemma as a means of perpetueting
the patriotic tradition and freedom loving spirit of
their people. This feature is well noted by other
commentators such as Thomas Kane, who says that

the thewe of historical writing is fairly
popular because of the association
history has with national pride, and
the f8ct that history has often been
used to awaken patriotism and national
unity.1
Patriotism is thus one of the most recurring

themes in AmhElric litereture. In the words of
Reidulf Knut Molvaer "Ethiopian writers are all
patriotic 8nd nptionalistic and want a strong
inde~endent country"2 The Italian occupation,
in per-t i.cu Lar , is a significant landmark in Ethiopian
history. It affected the entire social milieu,
political apparatus and economic and cultural
foundation of the society. The occupation affected

{1homas, L. KenB~ Ethiopian Literature in
Amharic. (WiBsbaden: Otto Barrassowitz, 1975), p. 27.

~Reidulf, Kefur.i.Mradition ,andChange,in~
_~thiQ!)ia. (Leiden: E.J .11, I~8C), p. 237.
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the lives of the entire population. It made thousands
of peoplehomeless; thousands fled to the mountains
and took part in the patrictic resistance while others
contributed to the anti-Fascist struggle by acting as
undercover agents of the patriots; still there were
others wh~ collaborated with the enemy. A considerable
portion of the population was forced to live in exile
in neighbouring countries. The rest lived under
sub.juaat i on and underwent untold miseries. 'When
independence was attained many had something to say
from their own first-hand experiences.

Amharic playwrights had inspired the population
for the anti-fascist struggle long before and on the
eve of the occupation. In the p~st-occupation period
they and the novelists hay. also been creatively
portraying the experiences of the people subjugated
by the Fascists. Their works deal with themes such
as the causes of the war, the conduct of the war and
its political, social, ec)nomic and cultural effects,
the patrotic resistance, liberation and its aftermath.
In relation to this Albert Gerard notes that "colonial
experiences further provided imaginative talents with
a new fund of themes and motifs."? Partly it is the

3Albert L. Gerard, :G'o"!'African Literatures.
(London: University of California Press Ltd, 1971),
p. 299.
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strong desire to preserve the events in literary
records that contributed to the flourishing of ~
historical novels and plays treating the theme uf

Italian occupation.

This study s~rveys major novels and plays which
deal with the Italian occupation. In it an attempt is
made to identify some of the issues the works raise,
and to examine divergences in the authors's points of
view in the treatment of the Italian occupation. The
major works selected for discussion in this study are
the following:

Novels

Title Author

Almothum beyye Alwa~em
II " " " .:xYamaycaw Qusla~lla

Ar'aya
Ag'azi

I! I!Makonnen Zawde
" "nGerma~~aw Takla-Hawaryat

W1ild~-giy~rgis
It I!Walda-yehannes

"I! "mEndawattacc garra~~
Addabay
Ba~~a Qetaw

" ""Asaffa Gabra-maryam
IITelahn Tasaw

• 0

" "Sahla-sdlase Berhana-
maryam

nn "Naiannat
- YHlem!at

n I!Zenanah Makonnen
H . " "a l.dlSAlamayy8.hu
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Plays

Title Author
Y~dM.mDems

o
U I •..wlfMakonnen Enda kaccaw

Ennat AI~m T~nnu
•

'7t1ggayeG'abr'a-m!idhen
•

S~r~ Koloniyalist M~ngestu L!imma
Berhanu Z&rhunBal~a Abba NMfso

Almothum beyye Alwasem is one of the novels
included in MMkonnen Endalka~~'aw's collection of works
entitled Arremunn. The story is based on the exper~ence
of the Italo-Ethiopian war in the Eastern Front, in
Ogaden. The author was then a commander of one df the
army units and wrote the novel from his own first-hand
experience. Immediately after the war, he went with
the Ernpernr on exile and was among the people who
accompanied him during his return to Ethiopia. M!ikonnen
Endalka~ct1w is a prolific writer and in the 0pinion of
Thomas L. Kane he "bridges the gap created by the

4"Italian invasion in the intellectual life of Ethiopia.

Y~dgm Dem$ lS one of the plays of M~~onnen
Endalkaccgw which will be discussed in this study.
The play is based on the martyrdom of AbunM ~e~ros, a

. h h The play blendsof the Ethiopian 0rthod ·.xc urc 0bishop
ardent patriotism and religious devotiono

4Thomas, L. Kane, Ethiopian Literature in Amharic,p. 13.
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Ar'aya is one of the major novels treating the
theme of Italian occupation. This work discusses the
period with unusual frankness and tone of criticality~
Thomas L. Kane reinforces this fact and declares that
"Ar,lp..yaremains the most interesting treatment of this
period yet to be found in Amharic literature 0,,<\5

"" x x II ,,\Iv.Endawatta~~ qarracc lS anuther major novel dealing
with the theme of Italian occupation. The whole b00k
is not devoted to the treatment of this theme, however,
the book gives a realistic portrayal of the period and
its critical attitude towRrds the elder generation is
unusual in Amharic literature dealing with the Italian
occupation, except P~'ayao

Ag'azi is basically concerned with the glorifi-
c2tion of the deeds and personality of the Emperor in
the struggle waged against the Fascists. The auth~r,
Walda-giyorgis vJalda-yohannes, wrote Thw~nd Le~ Kurat
se I'a hagi$.rmMmot, (1927) and d'agna s!3.wt'l3.gadayl'aitalatu-
almot bay (1928). Both p~ems were written with the
objective of arousing the population for an-anti-Fascist
struggle.

Addabay's author claims that the work is based
on factual data acquired through field research and

5Ibido, p , 160
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the study of historical records. The novel focuses on
the experiences of the patrotic resistance against
Fascist occuoetion.

Bas~a Qeyaw is a historical novel entirely devoted
to the treatment of the theme of Italian occupation.
~he work tries to make a sociological survey of life
under the Italian occupation.

N~sann~t examines the anti-Fascist struggle of
the Ethiopian people and some of the effects of the
Italian occupation. Like Addabay and Bassa Qeyaw,
the novel focuses on the role of an ordinary man in
the patrotic struggle.

Y~lemzat devotes reletively few but mere
interesting pages to the treatment of the Italian
occupation and its aftermath. The novel is unique
in that it creates a legendary hero from among the
ranks of what it calls 'Yarada Legocc' (city boys).
It also concentrates on major social effects of the
occupation - prostitution, and the increasing
disillusionment of the people in the aftermath ~f
liberation.

§lira Koloniyalist is a serious play colebrating
th 1 t 1 f 'y" II v V\("" (e comp ex s rugg e 0 awus~ ar~annocc undercover
patriotic agents), against Fascist occupation.
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"Balca Abba Nafso (an unpublished play staged
in 1974) focuses on the exemplary deeds of Deggac
Balca, the veteran patriot of Adowa.

Ennat Al~m ±annu is selected for its critical
attitude towards the condition of Ethiopia during
the time that immediately followed the liberation.

This study is svlely b~sed on the textual analysis
of the works under consideration. To familiarise the
reader, with the maih facts of the war, a brief
historical sketch of the subject has been presented
separately. This paper is divided into six chapters.
The Firstchcpter jeals with the causes of the Italo-
Ethiopian war. The Second deals with the portrayal
of the conduct of th3 war and the causes for the
defeat of the Ethiopian army. The Third chapter analyses
the political effects of the occup8tion while the
Fourth chapter traces the social, cultural and
economic effects of the cccupation. The Fifth chatper
is devoted to the patriotic resistance and the Sixth
one is concerned with the liberation and its aftermeth.
Finally, the discussion is wound up with a summary of

my conclusionSand observations.
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE ITALD-ETHIOPIAN
WAR OF 1935-1941

Fascist Italy invaded Ethiopia on October 3,
1935. The war resulted in Italy's occupation of the
country for five years. Historians who have taken up
the topic have analysed the causes" the conduct of the
war, the political, social" economi.c and cultural effects
of the Occup&tion and the restoration ~f independence
and its aftermath.

Italy's economic interest in Ethiopia was one of
the major causes of the war. As an industrialised nati~

"

Italy needed II a new outlet for her shrinking export
trade.,,6 Italy considered Ethiopia as a dependable
market and promising source of raw materials. One
reason for this "was to give land to Italian farmers
and a secure place to the'immigrants.,,7 This plan was
initiated in the hope that it would give It.·:.lya partial
relief from her acute unemployment problem at the time.

The Fascist party unleashed the war with an immediate
pe li.tical objective in view as well. Mussolini and

6Angelo Del Boca, The Ethiopian War, 1935-1941,
Trans. by P.D. Cummins, (Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1969), p. 20.

7Alberto Bbacchd., It,alian cologiali,sm in Ethiopia
1936-1940 (Chicago: Ph.n. Thesis submitted to filin.is
tJn~vefslty-,1975, po 360.
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his party needed the war lito justify Fascism by success
and prove in battle the boasted virility of his regime
and people. 11

8 They needed the war as a means of
popularising the Fascist party and giving Mussolini
an upper-hand over his political opponents. The
Fascist also saw Ethiopia as lIacentre for the
dissemination of Italian and. Fascist civilisation in
Africa end Asia. ,,9

The Italians also considered the avengin~ of the
defeat at Adowa as another immediate political necessity.
With the battle-cry of Adowa they appealed to the
national sentiments of the people. Thus, "the
nationalists mentally unbalanced by the 'Adowa complex'

10flocked to the Fascist party... and expressed their
readiness to participate in the w~r.

In the Italo-Ethiopian war decisive battles
vwere fought at Amba-radom, Tembien, and Sire and

Maycgw. In the battle which took place from February
10-19, 1935 the Italians defeated the army of Ras Mulugeta
at Arnba=radom. At Tembien they beat the combined forces
of Ras Kassa and Ras Seyoum on February 27e In the
bitterest of the fightings on March 3 Ras Emeru's army

8Angelo Del Boca, The Ethiopian!)ar, 1935-1941, p. 20.

9Alberto Sbaccihi, Italian colonialism in Ethiopia
1936-1940. p. 334.

1°AngeJ 0 Del Boca, The Ethiopian war 1935-1941, p. 12.
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was defeated at Sireo On the 31st of March, 1936 the
army personally commanded by the Emperor was defeated
at May9~w. In the South and South-eastern fronts the
situation was not different. The Ethiopians put up a
considerable degree of resistance, but were finally
beaten. The Ethiopian army, in the first pt.aee, lacked
militarily trained commanders. Angelo Del Boca, referring
to the four rases assigned to the Northern front as
commanders, asserts that "none of the commanders was an
eagle of war. None of them had been to a military

11academy. The Emperor is said to have selected the
four rases "for dynastic reasons, or beca.use they were
related to him, or because he knew he could rely on their

12loaylty. The Ethiopians were also mistaken in the
strategy and type of warfare they conducted. They
unwisely "fought a conventional We.:I' of pitched battles
with frontal assault, using mostly horse-mounted soldiers
armed with a sword or spear reminiscent of medieval war
strategy. ,,13 On the other hand, "the Ita.lian army owed
its victory to the superior weaponry and the employment
for the first time in a colonial war - of aerial
bombardment and gas.,,14

11Ibid., p. 71.

12Ibid• ,

13Alberto Sbacchi, EthiQ~ lll'l;derI'jypsolini
(London: Zed Books Lt.d., 1975 , p. 16.

14Ibid• ;
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After the defeat the retreat of the Ethiopian
army was disorganised. Italian war planes chased and
showered bombs andpoisoL gas on the retreating army.
The hostile local population also harrassed the fleeing
soldiers all their way. Regarding the war in general,
Dr Johon Melly, who raised and led the British ambulance
services in Ethiopia, comments the following~l "This is
not a war - it is not even a slaughter - it is the torture
of tens of thousands of defenceless men, women and
children with bombs and poison gas.,,15

Shortly after the defeat at the Battle of MaY9aw,
on May 2, 1936 Haile Selasie left the country for
Europe. The power vaccuum created by his fLight resulted
in the sacking of Addis Abab~ Marshal Badoglio entered
Addis Ababa and with that Italy's five years of occupation
began. The Ethiopian patriots scattered throughout the
country in opposition agoainst the occupst i.on , On February
19, 1937 two young Ethiopian patriots made an attempt
on the life of General Graziani, the then Viceroy of
Ethiopia~ The Fascists used the opportu~ity to put
thousands of Ethiopians to death. The massacre of
February 19, 20 and 21 "was the apogee of Fascist
barbarity.,,16 In those February days, Dro Ladislas
Sava, a Hungarian physician witnessed the following:

15Sylvia P. ~ Jtalys war crimes in Ethi~i~,
as published in ltNewTimes ~ Ethiopla News," 1'946, p , 1+.

16Ibid., p. 8.
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"The corpses of men, women and children, over which
vultures hovered, were lying in all direction.
Great flames from the burning housee. illuminated the
African night~17 Most of the Ethiopian intellectuals
are said to have been eliminated following the attempt
on Graziani's life.

The Fascist atrocity aroused thousands of
Ethiopians for anti-Fascist struggle. As a result
the patriotic front emerged as a formidable force.
Throughout the occupation per i.cd , the patriots
incessantly attacked the enemy forces and discouraged
those who sided with the Fascists. The Italians
recruited thousands of collaborators from among the
Ethiopians, deployed their irregular and regular forces,
used their bombs and tanks; and all this could not kill
the patriotic spirit of the Ethiopian people.

In Ethiopia, the Fascists were alienated politically
for their policy of coercion. The Italians antagonised
the church by killing its leaders and by burning churches
and monasteries. They had an anti-intellectual stand,
mistreated and humiliated the hereditary chief~. Such

a policy 'prevented "the development of a tocl to
.' ople on behalf offavourably influence the Eth~op~an pe

18 t th Peasants gave
1 " On pretext tha eItalian ru e.

17Ibid., p , 10

Italian colinialism in Ethiopia18A1bero Sbacchi,
19.36-194-2"p , 132.-
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support to the petriots, the Itelians burnt thousands
of peasant villages to the ground. This made the
peasants hotile to the Fascist rule. Besides, Italian
colonialism pursued a policy of racial segregation.
They prohibited Ethiopians from attending the same
theatre or watching cinemas sitting in the same halls.
It increasingly alienated itself from the people for
"Fascist colonisation was racist~ nationalistic,
authoritarian, sterile and founded on economic
exploitation. ,,19

Italian colinialism in Ethiopia tried to exploit
national, regional, religious, class 0 •• differences and
incite one section of the population agaanst the other.
Their administrative divisions were, more or less followed
the ethnical affiliations of the population. There were
six major governorateso (1) The Governorate of Amhara
with Gonder as its capital,(2) The Governorate of Galla-
Sidamo with its capital in Jimma, (3) The Governorate of
Harrar - the capital Harrar, (4) the Governorate of Somalia
and lastly, (6) the Governorate of Addis Ababa and its
environs - later expanded to the Governorate of Shoaw20

19A1berto Sbacchi, Ethiopia under Mussolini
po 234.

20Alberto Sbacchi, Italian colonialism in Ethiopia
1936-1940, p. 127~
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Italian colonialism in Ethiopia had its social
effects as well. Disorganisation of traditional ways
of family and social life, and changes in the class
relationship were significant. It "dramatically shook
medieval institutions and a traditional way of life.,,21
Stable village communities were distnrbed and as a
result more people flocked to the newly emerging urban
centres. These centres usually flourished around
military garrisons. In order to meet the needs of
Italian and others more hotels and bars appeared. The
Italian soldiers who came to Ethiopia without wives
needed Ethiopian women for sexual gratification.
Prostitution developed tremendously; in the words of
Richard Pankhurs~,the Etalian occupation" inaugurated
an era of extensive, highly developed prostitution.,,22

Though the Italian occupation was characterised
by corruption and economic exploitation, the occupation
period was also a time of energetic construction of
roads, hospitals and other infrastructural bases. The
occupation has left its imprints on every aspect of life.

21Ibid., p. 462.

22Richard R. Pankhurst, "The Hi-s-t-oi'y ~ ~~~
in Ethiopia" in Jon:cna1.-, ~f 'Etbj ~p~a~ liit1l0; as" vo i , All,
No. II (Addis Ababa: Halle SelaSSle I Unlvers~ty,
Institute of Ethiopian Studies, 1974), p. 178.
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After five years of intensive struggle Ethiopia
regained her independence. The Second World vJar
contributed a lot to the speeding up of the process
of decolonisation in Ethiopia. Britain assisted
Ethiopia with her global interest and strategy in mind.
Officially, Haile Selassie entered Addis Ababa on May
5, 1941, but he was not recognised by the British as a
legal ruler of Ethiopia. Ethiopia remained under disguised
British military rule from 5 May 1941 to Jenuary 1942.

The Italian occupption of Ethiopia is said to have
world-wide political effects. It "awakened and intensified
in the African elites the desire for self-determination
and contributed to the slow growth of national consciousness".23
The Afro Americans protested against Italy's occupation
of Ethiopia and "perceived the attack on Ethiopia as an
attack on the black race and f'elt- a new sense of identit'y
with Africa.,,24 The ItRlian occupetion of Ethiopia
exposed the impotency of the League of Nations to defend
the independence of weak member nations. In particular,
"the Hoare - Laval Plan precipitated the death of the
League of Nations.,,25 The Ethiopian crisis had another
significance for it was " a perilous slide down the slope
leading to the Second world war. ,,26

23Alberto Sbacchi, Ethiopia under Mussolini, p. 235.
24Ibid., pp. 235-236.
25Ibic1., p. 231.

26Ibid., p. 232.



CHAPTER ONE

I. The Portrayal of the Causes of the Italo-Ethiopian
War of ~935-l941.

All the Amharic novels and plays unier con-
sideration celebrate the shining victory at the battle
of Adowa. They stress that the victory affirmed
Et.hdopi.a:'s existence as a sovereign state; and
enhanced her prestige in the eyes of the world. Adowa
is mentioned in Amharic novels, such as Ba~~p Qetaw
as a glorious ch8pter in the history of the country,
as a source of inspiration Rnd pride for Ethiopians.
Abat~ ~ef~raw, one of the foreign educated characters
in the novel summarises this point as follows:

~~at was Ethiopia like in the eyes
of the Europeans before the battle
and victory at Adowa? A country seen
with contempt and considered unimportant!
It is the victory at Adowa that ga2~ her
a proper place in the world's map. 'I

On the other hand, the defeat was humiliating for
the Italians, in particular, and the white race in
general. As is indicated in thetLigaba's' (master
of court ceremonies) speech made on the order for
mobilisation,

Italy was ridiculed by the rest of Europe
after she had lost the day at Adowa
because she was defeated by black men

27Satl~ - sellaEe Berhan&-maryam, Ba~~a ~~~
(Addis Ababa: Kuraz Publishing Agency, 1976),-p;-T2.
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and disgraced the whites. Italy, there-
fore, had to occupy "Adowa in order to
regain the respect she had lost. That
is why Adowa, which had always been
Ethiopia's pri1e ani symbol of victory
had fallen into Italy's hands before-the
other towns of the Mara:b frontiers .28

Ba~sa Qetaw stresses that the Italians saw the
political significance of bombarding and capturing
Adowa when they began their war of conquest. The fall
of Adowa was said to have symbolic significance for the
Italians. Their actiontestify to how much they were
eager to erase the memory of Adowa from the minds of
the Italians and the international public.

In Ar'aya the theme of the revenge of Adowa is
mentioned here and there. On his way home from Europe,
the title - character Ar'aya discusses this issue with
people like Monseiur Duval. In the dialogue the
possibility of Italy's invasion of Ethiopia to avenge
her defeat at Adowa is underlined. ~fuenhe reads about
the W~lwal incident from a newspaper, Ar'aya automatically
recalls that discussion and realises that the Italians
"haven't stopped hoping to occupy Ethiopia and avenge
their defeat. ,,29

In y£maycaw Qusl£nna it is stated that the Italians,
along with the other motives, had the objective of
avenging the humiliating defeat they suffered in the

28
Lbad s , p , 39 •.

29"" II tGerma~caw Takla-hawaryat, Ar a,a (Addis Ababa:
Berhanenna Salam Printing Pre SS', 1960, p. 226.
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hands of the Ethiopians. The hero of the novel,
/1 /I II II • h •d tSergeant Badelu Tarrafai standing alone ~n t e ~ s

of the corpses of his fellow-combatants, praises their
deeds for they have fallen fighting against "the enemy
that has come to avenge its 40 year-~l~ ~efeat.~30

tI" y", tI IIv~In Endawattacc garrac~ we are told that both ato
)1," "huamana and ato Ambaye were veterans of Adowa. .As is
epitomised by the condition of the families of these
two men, the Ethiopianswere then struggling to build
a peaceful life and assure the continuity of a stable
family. The union in marrie.ge of the two children of
ato ~~man~h and ato Ambaye was meant to guarantee the
perpetuation of normal life in the society. In the
meantime "Italy was preparing around Ethiopia a reception
(feast) ofc~ons, bombs, tanks, combat planes and
poison gas for the people of Ethiopia.,,31 The Italian
Fascists disrupted the smooth progress of life. They
took revenge on people like ato Gamanah and ato Ambaye,
the soldiers of Adowa,by throwing them into concentration
camps and killing them. .

30 II " 11 v II n vMakonnen Zawde, Yam~9aw Qus1anna (Addis Ababa:
Berhanenna S~lam Printingess, 1~48), p. 17.

31 II tI tI 11 n II 11Asaffa Gabra-maryam, Endawat¥acc ~rrac~(Addis Ababa: Berhanenna Sglam Prin ingess, 1946),
p.• 12.
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In plays such as Balca Abba Nafso, Balca remembers
and celebrates that glorious victory and the heroes of
the day. He states that the enemy was making necessary
preparations for the invasion while, to his regret, the
contemporary Ethiopian generation failed to keep its
eyes on the movement of the enemy_

Italian economic interest in Ethiopia is discussed
in Amharic novels and plays as one of the causee of the
war. As an industrialised country, Italy needed cheap
raw materials for her expanding industries. Italy also
believed that the conquest would alleviate her chronic
unemployment problem. The Fascist authorities sent their
soldiers to Africa convincing them that "rather than
letting Rome be cogested with people they can incorporate
more territories, develop them anj settle there
comfortably.,,32 The Fascists planned to send thousands
of their unemployed workers as soldiers and labourers
of diverse profession. Their strategy was to form a
permanent colony of settlers in Ethiopia. In relation
to this fact Ar'aya notes that the Italiansin the long-
run "want to exterminate the people and bring their
hunger stricken Italians and settle them on our land.,,33

32 II II II II ( •Zenanah Makonnen, Na~annat Addls Ababa:
Commercial Printing Press, 980), p. 109

33 11 ItGermaccaw Takla-hawaryat, Ar'aya, p. 231.
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" 11When he first gets the news of the Walwal incident,
Ar'aya beginsasking himself whether it is going to lead
to a full-fledged war. "Is it not true that the
Italians have been hoping to get rid of their problems

..JI34and poverty by occupying Ethiopia some day! he asks
himself. Ar'aya is well aware that the hope of over-
coming Italy's economic problems through the annexat.Lonsf
Ethiopia will get an extra momentum with the coming of
the Fascist party to power. The party ~ultivBted even
new hopes in the hearts of the Italian people and
mobilised them for the war of conquest. Through
Mussolini the collective aspiration of the Italian
colonialists get concrete expression. From his knowledge
of the development of events in Italy, l~'aya observes
that "the Italians have felt boli.under Mussolini •••
Ethiopia is the apple Mussolini has longed to munch and
swallow!~5

In EndgwE{ttac~ 9arr&cc and the ma,jority of the other
novels selected for discussion, Ethiopia is portrayed as
an extremely beautiful and potentially rich country.
This natural beauty attracted the attention of foreign
aggressors such as Italy. The authorial narrator in
End&w&ttacc II II..,.,

Ie garracc comments that the country's

34Ibid., p. 226.

35Ibid., po 227.
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hospitality is reciprocated with ingratitude, her fresh
air, natural resources and wealth counted against her,
and Italy. IICondemned her to death claiming that the
country's climate, fertility and wealth is just perfect
for the reproduction of a foreign race ••• ,,36

Italy considered the occupation of Ethiopia as
her legitimate right. She did not forget that she was
denied her due share from the colonial booties by the
rest of the European powers. This fact is stated in
clear terms . B VV' Qeta.!{• "Italy set her heart ona.n la.ssa
annexing Ethiopia because she had been denied a proper
cut of the meat when the other European powers had
hunted down Africa like a buffalo and shared its meat
among themselves.,,?7 The Fascist doctrine and colonial
policy also provided extra impetus and 'justification-
for the war of conquest. In Zara Koloniyalist an Italian
officer, Major Torolli, arrogantly declares that Italy
and the Romans in general are people of the superprece and

has every right to determine the destiny of nations and
peoples of the inferior race. He philosophises that
the man from the super-race exists on his own right,

36 ,11 II" II" V y " " l'Asaffa Gabra-maryam , Endawattacc garra(;~, p.~.t;

37 11 "Sahla-seila.6 ~~, Bas~a Qetaw, p.4.
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but "the inferior race's historical justification for
survival on this planet depends only on the amount of
necessary service he gives to the God-like super-man.,,38
In the same play Major Torolli conceitedly declares
that the Fascist super-man shall turn the whole world
into his slaves. In N~9anngt another Italian officer,
Major Kassaloni, reminds the Ethionian people and warns
the pat-riots that the Fascist party is destined to conquer
the whole world. The Romans, in his belief, are entrusted
with the task of administering juptice on the global scale;
and Ethiopia could not be an exception. In his words,
"the Roman eagles (may refer both to the Fascist emblem
and the aeroplanes) shall hover in the sky, and they shall
only rest after they have seen to it that there is justice
on the eartho,,39

The Fascists assigned themselves the role of
international police. It was such a political belief
that gave Mussolini the courage to defy the warnings and
and resolutions of the League.of Nations and the protests
of the world public regarding his adventure in Ethiopia.

"," " . .In Almothum beyye Alwasem ato As~anaq~ ~nforms ato
TMmacu that:

vmen the world powers informed Mussolini
that invading Ethiopia was illegal and

38 11 11 II II ••• ~.JI 11 tMangestu Lamma,Sara-Ko1QfR,Yal~?t ~~ __..
Gubae (Addis Ababa: K~z Publish~ng Age~, 1975), ~,
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contrary to the treaties they had made,
he openly declared that no authority
could question Italy's plan of broadening
its Empire, and that Italy would march
forward until it proves to the whole world
that the Fascist Empire is on power.40

The Italians felt so strong to declare that might
is right. The weak,they maintained, has no option
but to surrender to the will of the strong oneo In

ItBalca Abba Nafso, Lebo Sahle, a collaborator, tells
Balca that Major Torolli said, "the weak is destined
to be ruled and the strong shall rule, what more choice
does the weak have?,,41

The Italians also claimed that they invaded
Ethiopia on a civilising mission. In Balca Abba Nafso
Major Torolli declares with pride that the Italians are
entrusted with the 'noble' task of liberating the blacks
from their slavery and tanimal'-like way of lifeo Bal~a
humorously challenges this argument and asks, "wasn't it
their forefathers who are believed to have been reared
by a wolf? Isn't it the other way round?,,42

40 11 " 11 vMakonnen Endalkaccaw Almothum be~e Alwasem
in the collection Arremunn ~Addis Ababa: erhanenna Sglam
Printing Press, 1947), p. 285.

41 " . ....J!Berhanu Zarlhun, Balea Abba ~afso, an unpublished
play staged in 1974, p. 2.

42Ibid., p ..16.
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While the above are shown as their real motives
for the war, the Fascists were shown in their attempt
to use the Wl:i.l1jJ~nincident as a pretext for aggression.
When he heard the news of the I'Jglwl'nincident, Ax' aya
was worried that the dispute "could be one of the traps
and evil machinations that had been preplanned by the
Italians as a pretext.,,43

Generally, Italy's desire to avenge her defeat
at the battle of Adowa, the Fascist party's aggressive
colonial policy and its other p61itical and economic
interests in Ethiopia can be taken as the major causes
of the war that the Amharic novelists and playwrights
point out in their works.



CHAPTER TWO

II. The Portrayal of the Conduct of the War

In their analysis of the conduct of the war, the
majority of the Amharic novelists take up various
aspects of the war. Most of them treat the news of
the invasion and the reaction of the people, the
mobilisation order and the type of the preparations,
the parade of the army before the Emperor; the jourhey
to the war front, the condition of the actual battle,
the de~eat of the Ethiopian army, the reasons for the
defeat and their retreat from the fronts. Some writers
conclude their narrationroout the war with the Emperor1s
flight to Europe and the sacking of Addis Ababa. The
novels try to trace and discuss the different but
continuous phases of the war at length. The plays,
however, do not present the entire course of events
in the war. They focus on one central co~lict and
related issues are mentioned only if they are found
to be linked to it and indispensable for the elaboration
and sharpening of the central issue around which the
story revolves.

Both the novelists and playwrights of the selected
works underline that Italy had been a sworn enemy of
Ethiopia. In 1935 the memDry of the battles of Dogali
and Adowa were still alive. Besides, the Walwal incident
was a clear indication of Italy's aspirations. Despite
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these and other clues to suggest the inevitability of
war, the news of the Italian invasion seizes the majority
of the characters in the novels with a surprise.

The characters in the selected novels come to,know
,.

about the invasion from different sources. In Alm'thum
beyye Alwasem, II jTama~u 1S totaJly uninformed about the
war till he get~ a detailed account from his friend, at~
Ascanaqi, who came to tell him about the war from Addis
Ababa. The news infuriates Tamacu and he resolves to gj
to the war front. Soon after, he sets out for Addis
Ababa with his two sons, leaving behind his wife and
two other younger children. In Addis Ababa he joins
the army drawn from Illubabor and takes part in the
military parade watched by the Emperor. There he, along
with his comrades and superiors, gets the chance to
express his genuine patriotism and devotion both t_ his
country and to the Emperor. The scane is thrilling. The
dwellers of Addis Aba~a gather in the streets to watch
the parading troops. The people are impressed by lithe
vigilance of the army, the deep-dark uniform, the rhythm
of the beat of the war drums, the accompanying war songs
and battle-cries.44

~-II ,.,,_'t. ••..'.!.... v,'Makennen Endrt~~~w, Almothum beyye Alwasem, p.292.
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11 11 JJ 11 ,£11 ,,~-VSergeant Badelu Tarr~fa of Yamayyaw QuslaIlilais
a regular soldier with modern military training. Some
insights into the conduct of the war can be gained from

n 11" IIthe extensive dialogues between Badelu Tarrafa and the
militiaman from Kambata and the wounded soldier from the
imperial body guard. In the dialogues more weight is
given to the Emperor's lunforgettable' messages to the

.fighters than to the actual battle.
11 "In Ar'aya; Ar'aya learns of the Walwal incident

from a newspaper. As a foreign-educated young man,
Ar'aya is well aware of Italy's co16nial ambitions
towards Ethiopia. The news shocks him and he begins
contemplating about what an immediate war can mean te
the country. Analysing the situation he concludes that
Ethiopia is passing through one of the most trying periods
in her history.. "We defeated the Italians armed only with
our sticks and spears, ,,45 boa st;s ato AllAmayylAhu;a

t A' " tI,ve eran of dowa. Ar aya does not share ato Alamayyahu s
optimism. He considers the political situation, the
differences in the degree of organisation and preparation
on both sides and concludes that the situation is
completely different from that of Adowa. In his view,
the war planes alone can tilt the balance of power in
favour of Italy. Ar'aya is conscious of the psychologiDal
impact of the news of the war planes on the mind of the

./
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people. He does not have any illusion about getting
aid from the League of Nations or from countries such
as Britain and France. "We have to·put all our hepe.,..
in our own strength, the hereism of our soldiers and
people, and the shielding power of our mountains and
the help of God.,,46 In Ar'aya a heroic display of
readiness for sacrifice is shown on the .ccassion ef the
announcement of the order for mobilisation against the
Italian aggressors. The people express their feelings
in different ways:

Some of those whs have completely lost their
temper wvre f~aming with anger. It was b.th
shocking and thrilling to witness people
hit~iRg tg~irforeheads and arms with swords
and sabres until .to~ poured out from their
eody.4?

Give us arms, ~et's die! give us arms - Italy shall
never enter eur country as long as we are alive! is the
incessant cry of the people.

"" ,," IIIn Endawattacc garrac~ the news of the war reaches
the ears of the people living in the countryside first
in the form of rumourso Like ato Alamayyahu in Ar'aya,
the elder men ato G~man~h and ato Ambaye see the war
within the eontext of their experience at the battle of
Adowa. "They were ar.solutely definite that there won't
be any difference between Adowa and May~aw.~ They,

46Ibid., p. 230

47Ibid., p. 234.
48 il "" " " "" vAsaffa Gabra-maryam, Endawatta~h garracc, p. 12
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therefore, underestimate the material and organiaati.nal
superiority of the enemy~ Zallaqa, like Ar'aya to~, is
conscious of the major differences between the Italy'&f
Ad6wa and that of 1935~Zallaqa observes the ~rutality
and immoral deeds of the Fascists and resolves to join
the patriotic resistance.

It is the beat of the traditional war drum (the
n&garit) that officially ann6unces the Italian invasion
of Ethiopia in Ba~~a Qetaw. Even ~~reign-educated yeung
men like Abat~ and C~ru receive the news with a certain
degree of surprise. Having heard the incessant beats
of the war drum, the population of Addis Ababa flocks
to the palace. When the order of mobilisation is read
out by thelLigabal (master of court ceremonies), there
is a general commotion among the people. An atmosphere
of frenzy and hysterical emotion pervades everywhere.
The situation is much similar to the one described in
Arlaya. There the people are heard declaring: "Ethiopia
shall never surrender an iJta of her territory ••!

We shall fight ••! We shall kill ••! wh~ is to take
49Heroes ! get ready ••! Onward ••! IIwhose country ••!

The veterans of Adowa show their indomitable will and
courage to march to the war fr~~0nce again.

49" . IISahla-sell~,~eBerhana-maryam, Ba~~a Qetaw, p. 6.
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In Agtazi the hero of the novel gets the news of
the developments of events in his country from news-
papers and other people. There is no detailed treatment
of the conduct of the war in this work. In none of the
plays do we find a focus on the conduct of the war. In
the novels the news of the war and the reaction of the
people is followed by a presentation of the mobilisation
to the war front and the actual battle.

In Almothum beyye Alwasem TMmacu and his friends
are transported by train to the Eastern Front where,
after a lull the central character is shown engaging
the enemy in combat.50 After the brief fighting, the
moving scene that depicts Tamacu's wanderings among the
dead fighters is presented in details to show us the
extent of the Ethiopians' heroism and sacrifice for their
countrYe T&ma~u calls the name of each fallen hero and
pays tribute to his selfless sacrifice. The scene which
describes T~ma~u 's l·ast farewell to his two boys is
touching and is an illustration of his personal sacrifices
to his country. Gassaw Bazza dies on the lap of his father
begging for a drop of water. "If a single seed of wheat
does not rot when cultivated it does not grow and bear
fru;t.,,51 S T"" I th d th f hi i.th~ 0, amacu we comes e ea 0 J.S son WJ.

pride for he believes that his death is a necessary

50M" \0' IIak~nnen Endalkac~aw,
51Ibid., p. 304.

Almothum beyye Alwasem, p.302.
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sacrifice for the attainment of liberty. With this in
his heart, Tfumacu hugn and kisses the dead body of his
patriot son, Kende. He bids him farewell with tears
pouring down from his eyes. He was satisfied to find
the dead body of his son lying above that of his enemy. ,.52

11 _XII "In Yamayvaw Quslanna the description of the actual
•

battle is brief. We are told that B&delu T~rr~f~
challenged his enemy face to face at the battle of
May~gw fought with exceptional heroism for the wh~le
day but unfortunately got wounded t1wards the end of the

53 11 " 11"war with a cannon shot. Badelu Tarrafa's struggle at
the war front is limited to a single day's en~u~cmcnt

, 11 V B-1 d "11 "Llke Tamacu, a elu Tarrafa envies the heroic death of
the Ethiopian soldiers. However, he is satisfied to
see the body of fellow combatants lying above that of
their enemies. He assures them that "their blood will
cry to the Almighty God in unisQn with the bl~od of the
rest of Ethiopian martyrs who fell at the battle field

whil~ d9fending
aggre ssors. 1154

their independence and religion against
B'8.delu T~rEl.fEl., too, takes the death of

'f'ce to bring about thethe patriots as a necessary sacrl 1

, f their bloed, as incountry's salvation;' and the VOlce 0 .
, ' als before the Almlghty

" II '11 accuse the crlmlnYadam Dems, Wl"7" lll-'l!gahas a lot of thin~ in commonGod. Yamay'~aw ~Q..;:::u;.;:;s=-a_Illl_,.

52Ibid., p. 308

57.. yn~, "w, I ,I\•••.sl.SMa, p , 17./M~konnen zM.wde, ~ •.•

541hi r'l_ _ n _1R-
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with Almothum beyye Alwasem. Both novels suggest tha~
the losses suffered by the enem~ is larger than that of
the Ethiopians. Badelu Tarrafa sees the dead body Of
the Ethiopians scattered here and there "among the pi1es
of enemy corpses lying on the ground like fallen leaves.,,55

11" x v " "'1.l vIn Endawatta~c garra~c Sergeant Tagan, wh~ takes
part in the battle of May~aw has a similar view.
I'Thoughwe suffered some losses the enemy's loss was
twice that of ours. 156 He ~ however, thinks that

Ethiopia put her faith in God and the Leagau of Ratione
and therefore, did not have an army with modern weapuns
and training to match the Italian army.

The treatment of the expedition to the war fronts
and the fighting itself are briefly treated in Ar'aya.
Ar'aya and his friends accompany the Empervr to Dessie
and the aourneJ takes them only two days as they have

vlfMay~aw
Ar'aya admits that the
training, organisation and discipline.

d the use of po±senthe continuous aerial bombardment, an
. I will to fight.shattered the Ethiopian soldlers

Ethiopian army there were serious

Ar'aya plays no major role in the battle ~f
some observations about the fighting.except making

enemy had superiority in armament,
In his opinion

cars.

gas,
In addition, in the

55Ibid., p , 22
" II v JI 'A1It \1 It It It tt v.1 arracc P ./.56Asaffa Gabra-maryam, Endawa acc 9 ,.
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problems of indiscipline. There were also instances
of soldiers selling bullets~ robbing or stealing, and
disobeying their commanders.57 Ar'aya also comments on
certain strategic errors during the war. He regrets that
Ras Mulugeta's abandoning the Alagi gate was a serious
mistake; and Un his opinion it decided the fate of the
battleo Despite these deficiencies, the novel suggests
that the Ethiopian army was able to put up a formidable
resistance to the enemy' s initial offensives. "Like a
football player, an animal chaser, the Ethiopian soldiers
could harrass the enemy, dogging the bullets pouring ~ut
from the mouth of cannons and metreileuses.,,58

In Bassa Qetaw, the Her~, Bas~a Qetaw sets out for• •
the war front with two servants. On the journey, the
authorial narrator tells us that,

the campaigners wake up early in the
morning, roll up their tents, tie it
together and pack it. They travel across
the fields, up and down the hills and valleys,
carrying the remaining load. They camp once
again, stretch their tents, make fire, eat
whatever dry ration they have got and get
asleep. In the m0rning they again pack
their things and continue with their
journey •••~9

57Germac~lkw Takle-hawaryat, Ar'aya, p. 240.
58Ibid., p. 247.
59Sah1':-sellae~ EerhanB.-maryam, Bassa Qe~aw, v- 75.
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It is not difficult to see the composition of the
army that marches to the front. It includes elders,
the middle-aged, teenagers, masters and servants. For
instance, T~macu marches to the front with his two sons;

11 "If II , ., ..II':Badelu Tarrafa, wlth his servant KasaYe,Basba Qe~aw with
two servants, Ar'aya with six of his servants. These
people are basically without any military training. Bassa
Qetaw closely examines the balance of power between the

Ii

two armies. The Italians, in addition to their modern
armaments of different qualities, assemble 170 war planes
for a single engagement while Ethiopia had none. The ratio
of cannons is 28:1 for Italy and Ethiopia respectively.
The Italians employ 1000 transport trucks while Ethiopia
depends on pack animals for 90% of her transport services.
In the war lithespraying of the gas completely broke down

the combat power of our soldiers.1I60 Besides, there is
no coordination of action among the Ethiopian commanders.
For instance, when Ras Mulugeta is encircled by the enemy
at Amba'radom, the other commanders are ordered to go for
his rescue. But commanders like Ras Emeru are not able tt

t th ' t' 61 B vx Q t t' t presentge e message ln lme. aSbae aw rles 0

the war as objectively as possible. It depicts both the
Ethiopian soldiers and the Italians as hu an beings. The
balanced and life-like duel between Bassa Qetaw and the
Italian judo expert is one illustration of this.

60Ibid., p. 111.
61Ibid., p. 91.
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The description of the battles includes vivid scenes
of engagements, encirclements and breaking out of the
encirclements, attacks and counter-attacks, advances
and retreats killing and dying, charging and repulsing.

The causes of the defeat of the Ethiopian army are
attributed to superiority in arms and the enemyts use If

,,it .,tt ItU.x lIi:poison gas in ramaycaw QuslaLllLa.In Almothum beyye Alwaoem
i

lack of ammunition, p00r ~ogistics, inadequate medical
and transport services, unnecessary delays and post-
ponement of the time of engagement are some of the causes
of the defeat that are cited. The Ethiopian soldiers
are also regarded as being ill-fed and poorly dressed.
Besides, the changes in the weather conditions are
suggested to have exposed the soldiers to different
types of diseaseso There are misunderstandings in the
ranks of the leadership, too. There is, for imstance,
rivalry between the commanders of the Illubabor ar-my

and that of Gamugofa. The conflict concerns simply
determining the choice of direction of attack. ttMakennen
Endalkacc~w raises several weaknesses of the Ethiepian
army and its leaders, but none of the reasons, in his
view, is as decisive as the lack of moral strength.
"Victory is scored not thrrlugh the quality of armaments

62but solely through moral and ethical strengtholt

52M~konnen Endalka~~taw, A;:Lmothumbene Alwasem, p. 289.
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Apart from the enemy's superiority in armaments,
the blunders made at the battle of MaY9aw helped the
enemy to score decisive victory. Ar'aya cOIT@ents
that "knowing the enem~'s absolute superiority in arms,
number and organisation, it was a mistake to wage a
conventional war. ,,63 Ar'aya is also well aware that
the enemy has infiltrated our soldiers with its agents,
or recruited from among the Ethiopian collaborators wh.

provided it with information on the history, culture,
tJpography, politics and military situation of the country.
The enemy has prepared the ground; however, Ar'aya claims
that Ethiopia's landscape is suitable for guerrilla war-
fare and that if the Ethiopians adopted that mode of
warfare, they could have counter-balanced the enemy's
superiority in aeroplanes and cannons.64 Ar'aya comments
that the Emperor, instead of personally commanding the
army at the warfront could and should have gone from
place to pla~e and organised a patriotic resistance.65

11 "In Endawattacc q~r~cc the defeat of the Ethiopian
am;; is attributed to enemy's employment of "a mustard
gas whose use as a weapon of war was prohibited by the
League of Nations.,,66 The novel manifests a critical

. Z'a'll'a'q'a'l·S of theattitude towards the older generatlon.

6 ""~~rna~aw~~~~~~~~~ Ar'aya, p. 284.
64Ibid •., p , 285.

65Ibid• ,
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opinion that the generation of his father and forefathers,
in one way or another, has contributed t~ the defe9t of
the Ethiopian army. He refuses to accept the enemy's
superiority in arms and the use of poison gas as the
fundamental causes for the defeat. Referring to the
complacent attitude of his father and father-in~aw,

" ""Zallaqa comm~nts:

Both my father and father-in-law were
yeterans of the battle of Adowa, and
won for themselves fame and recognition
through their heroic exploits. They
used to tell us that fighting against
the It~lians was as simple as cutting
pumpkines into parts.67

Zallaqla maintains that the defeat is not only due
to enemy's superiority in arms but because of the hollow
pride the young generation inherited from its forefathers.
The failure to make the necessary preparation is a result
of such complacency. He reiterates that the young generation
can not also be free from the judgement ~f history.
Z~ll~qa criticises both the government and the people
with bitterness. In his view "a people or governme:qt
that fails to closely follow and trace the hourly, daily,
monthly and yearly plan of his neighbour, let alone that

68of his.enemy, cannot claim to be a nation or a government."

66 " "Ass~fa Gabra-maryam,
67Ibia.., p.33

6~Ibid., p , 34-.

1111 v "Endawatta~c qnrracc, p.31.
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Z~ll~q~ also feels that the Ethiopian emissaries and
diplomats stationed abroad should have closely followed
up what was being hatched against- their country as part
of their diplomatic duty. He regrets that they failed to
discharge their reeponsibility. Except in Ar'aya such a
critical attitude towards the past generation is n0t

Ii 11 ••• 11 II.,,,, . fevident in the other workso Endawattac~ garracc dlf ers
from the other works in this respect. It also absolves
the Emperor from criticism by arguing that he tried his
best to make the necessary preparation ahead of time.
Perhaps the best counter argument to such a view is Bal~a's
comment on the failures of the le~ers. In Balca Abba
Nafso, Balca repeatedly stresses that the Ethiopians
were seized unawares because of the leaders' short-
sightedness. He equates the leaders to a lazy shepherd
who leaves the gates of the barns wide open so that the
beasts could easily devour the sheep. In the play Bal~a
is seen polishing his old machine gun of Adowa. The gun
was effective then but is no match to the sophisticated
twentieth century weaponry of the enemy.

In Bassa Qetaw it is the enemy's superiority in
arms, lack of organisation and lack of suitable strategy
that are cited as the causes for the defeat of the
Ethiopian army. It is also sugg&sted that the arms embargo
against Italy and Ethiopia served as a blessing for the
formero Italy was self-sufficient in the production of
armaments while Ethiopia was not in a position to produce
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even bullets. As is evident from the parade, the
campaigners were not basically different from other
ordinary citizens.

Their clothes lacked uniformity, they
don't have an appearance of a soldier.
There is nothing to differentiate them
from the ordinary spectators except
the gun they were carrying on their
shoulders and the natural ~ptitude forwar read on their faces.,,6':1

Besides, some members of the nobility went over to
the side of the enemy as soon as the invasion started.
In this way the enemy was able to control some strategic
places easily. Bassa Qeyaw mentions the governor of
Tigray by name and labels him as a traitor.

I Q" " K I·· 0 Ma . tn ~- 0 on+yallst the ld n attrlbu es the
defeat t~ the lack of mutual trust and charismatic leaders,
and the prevalence of internal divisions. The play
considers lack ~f modern armament and the like as
secondary factors.

In Addabay the use ofp~ gas and the aerial
bombardment of the enemy are cited as the causes of the
defeat. Saqote, a female character in the nove~informs
her friends that "the poison gas sprayed by the Italians
changes a human body into ashes as so-onas it comes in
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contact with it.,,70

The defeat of the Ethiopian army was immediately
followed by the retreat of the soldiers. The majority
of the works show that the retreat was disorganised and
even more ardous than the actual battle. The retreat
further exposed the inherent weaknesses of the army.

If II If" v " IfThe wounded Badelu Tarrafa of YamaYGaw Quslanna
had to spend several days and nights of agony before he
could reach the village of his relativeso He had to be
well nursed and taken care of before he could properly
recover. ~~ile retreating he comes across lonely suffering
soldiers scattered in the bushes, forests, valleys and
fields. Some die before his very eyes. TMmacu of
Almothum beyye Alwasem experiences a more or less
similar condition before he takes shelter at the home of
ato Feqru and convalesces there fully. He is als~
wounded and disfigured beyond recognition. T~macu is a
lonely figure running away from death. He throws away
his gun after relieving from suffering by shooting dead
a fellow combatant who is fatally wounded.

Ar'aya treats the retreat in more detail than the
actual battle. In the novel the enemy's incessant
bombardment of Ethiopian army with bombs, poison gas and

70rrelahun t'asaw, Addabay (Addis Ababa: Kuraz
Publishing Agency, 1975), p. 67.
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heavy artillery is described vividely. The local
population, namely, the Raya and Azabo, harrass the
retreating soldiers and ambumhundreds of them. In
the army there is no agreement or mutual assistance
with one another. Each soldier runs for dear life pell
nell giving a deaf ear to the call of fellow combatants ••71

The Emperor himself is forced to pass through hostile
territory and there are times when it is impossible to
move ahead. Ag'azi, on the other hand, says" Our lion
(the Emperor) returned with dignitYnll 72

In Bassa Qetaw also the retreat of the Ethiopian
army takes place under adverse conditions. In addition
to being subjected to constant bom~ardments, the s01diers
have to fight and protect themselves from the attack of
the local population. In this novel the hostile
inhabitants are described as people IIwitha slender,
erect physical stature, having long hair smeared with
excessive butter.,,73 The journey is mostly done at
night and in Ba~sa Qetaw, Adela, a friend of Bassa,
is carried away by an overfloaded river and Bassa Qetaw

"looses his servant, Araru and two pack animals to the
enemy's aerial bombardment.

71 II II .,Germa~~aw Takla-hawaryat, Ar'aya, p. 252.
72wt' Ld II. • L~I Idll hanne sv Ac ' . ( .a ~mgly~glS wa a-y~ annes, g aZl AddlS

Berhanenna 0alam Printing Press, 1945), p. 62. Ababa:

73 tt . II v).!'Sahla-sella('>::Berhana-maryam, Basoa Qetaw, p. 104
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The description of the retreat in End~w~ttacc
~&rrMcc is not basically different from most of the
other works. Sergeant Tagan later tells Z&llMqM that
he has lost an eye and got two wounds at the battle of

11Mayqaw. During the retreat -he escapes on mule back with
the help of two friends. He says that they had to walk
for 20 days without sufficient food.74

The novels under discussion trace the conduct of
the war from the announcement of the invasion right up
to the official conclusion of the war and the flight of
the Emperor abroad. The flight of the Emperor marks the
beginning of the Italian occupation of Ethiopia. During
the occupation the conduct of the war takes a different
for~ than before.

74 II II II II II " '" II 11" vAsaffa Gabra-maryam, Endawattac~ garracc, p. 31.



CHAPrER THREE

III. The Portrayal of the Political Effects of the
, ,

Italian Occupation of Ethiopia

The Italian occupation of Ethiopia meant the
transfer of political p~we~ from the Ethiopians int~
the hands" sr the Italians. The flight of the Emperor to
Europe, therefore, signals the beginning of the Italian
occupation. Ethiopian novelists and playwrights interpret
this from different angles. \vorks such as Ag'a~i,

" 11 tI " 11" " II,Yamay~aw Quslanna, Endawatta~c garrac~, Almotbum -'bene
Alwasem and y~darn Dem$ consider the Emperor's flight ~e
Europe as a wise political decision. Other novels such as
Bassa Qeyaw and Addabay strongly disapprove of the
Em r fl' ht tEl ylll vII l"~vperor s 19 0 urope. n amaY2aw Qus anna Sergeant

" "II IfBadelu Tarrafa gives more weight to the Emperor's supposed
political struggle than to the actual battle waged in
the country~ The ~mperor's disorganised retreat from
the Northern F-:-ontis twisted and interpreted positively:
"We realise that God is still with us and has not
totally abandoned us into the hands of the enemy when
we realise that the commander of our army, His
Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, has safely returned
home with the remainder of his army.1175 The novel
equates the Emperor to Moses who delivered the Israelites

of the Pharaohs. Ag'azi also maintainsfrom the tyranny -
that the life of the Emperor is saved as he is destined
to be an instrument of Ethiopia's resurrection. He is

11 11 v" "..Il 3575M~konnen Zawde" y~aY9aw Quslanna" p. •
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the torch of independence so "the dignitaries and
bishops got together and begged him not to put off
their light; so he went abroad to change his strategy
of war,,76 The two novels regard the Emperor's exile
as a political victory. They try to make the Emperor
the central political figure in Ethiopia even during
the time of the occupation.

In Ar'aya, Ar'aya and his two friends receive the news
of the Emperor's departure with a cry of disbelief.
The narrator tells us that "they stared at eachother
and returned without a single word being uttered. ,,77
kr'aya weeps bitterly; so does ate Walda amanuel with
whom he has taken shelter. The tone of the nar-r-at or-

is not that of approval. On that day, the narrator
observes, "every Ethiopian was dumb-founded and
horrified like a prisoner sentenced to death.,,78

11 11 •• "/ 11 11 " •In Endawattac~ ~arracc the Emperor's flight is
referred to in retrospect. His exile is claimed to
have been in quest of justice. 11 1111 •Zallaqa belleves that
"all those who are in exile are political forces which
deny the enemy a peace of mind 0 ,,79 He believes that

76,11 It It 11 A" 70walda-giyorgis Walda-yohannes, g aZl, p. •

77GerrnE'ccawTakla-hawar~et, Ar'aya, p. 262.
78Ibid.
79As~ffa Gabra-mary am , End~\tJ~ttacC!gm-race, p , 25.
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the exiled group is in constant battle against the
enemy.

In Addabay The ]''mperor'sgoing to Europe ib
strongly disapproved ofo The Emperor's flight is felt
to have disarmed the political freedom fighters who were
ready to rally around their leader and continue with the
struggle. Dannaw of Addabay is one such young patriot
whose strong will to fight is stifled due to the Emperor's
flight from the country. The authorial narrator states
that "the city that had been abandoned by the Knperor
was sacked and burnt down",,80 The sacking of Addis
Ababa shows the absence of a central government that
can maintafun law and order. Looting is rampant in
the city. Dannaw loses all his property while his sister
Kabtamua gets about 1,000 coins. The lack uf central
authority gives the Italians a welcome opportunity to
easily fill in the political vac cuum , As soon as t~ley
enter Addis Ababa they begin searching the houses of
individuals. They declare a state of emergency tu
put the lOJting and burning in the city under control.81

It is thus that Italy's five years vf occupation begins.

In Bassa Qetaw, Olana, one of the minor characters
that the Emperor fled the countryin the novel, comments

The decisionin disguise, under the cOver if darknesso

80Telahun Tas~w, Addabay, po 86 •
••

81Ibid•
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was made among a few hand-picked aristocrats. Ba~~a
considers the move as a cowardly act. "It is a unique
incident never seen and heard of before. Our history
testifies" it is only death that conquers an Ethiopian
leader.,,82 The Emperor's flight is regarded as being
politically dangerous by leaving the Ethiopians leaderless.
I1~Vhois then to rule the country in his absence,?,,83is
Bas~a's immediate question when he hears the news.
From now onwards, "it is the Fascists who will herd the
people like cattle,,84is his friend Caru's r-e'sperise ,

Once they occupy the country, the Italians begin
taking political measures that will guarantee and
symobo Llse their dominance. The streets of Addis are
given new names such as "Mussolini Street," 'Emperor
Emmanuele the Third Avenue ' •• " 85 In the 'towns"'''one
sees everywhere the portr£its of their king, princes
and princesses. The picture of Mussolini is seen every-
where suspended fromor hanged cr walls.86 The portraits
are supposed to symbolise Fascist political rule. On
the other hand, the Italians are shown shipping to
Italy cultural and historical relics which symbolise
and remind Ethiopians of their days of freedom. In line

82Sahl~-se]ass~ Berhana-maryam, Ba~sa Qetaw,. p.229.

83Ibid., p. 138.

84Ibid•
85Ibid., p. 236.
86Ibid,., p. 237.
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with this the st3.tueof Menelik ani the obelisque
ofAxum and the like are taken to Rome.87 To consolidate
their power base the Fascists recruit thousands of
collaborators from the native poryulation. They promote
those who serve them well and demote those who fail or

. II ,," "hesitate to co~nly. In YamaYG8w Quslanna the property
II II ""and hereditary privileges of SergeantBadelu Tarrafa's

" 11fether is given to a certein Alaqa Sarralen because the
former has refused to submit to Fascist political
domination. In this relation, Major Mario, an Italian
officer, declares th£t,

One who fails to recognise our government
and does not become our tool shall not
remain in power anl cannot also pass on
his post to his children after his death.
Those who wholeheartedly serve us shall
use this post. fl88

Addabay clearly shows that the Italian occupation
has resulte1 in the disintegration of the political power
of the feudal and aristocratic classes in Ethiopia.

The already staggering era of the princes
came to an end. Though there were
collaborators, regional kings and
aristocrats who were given chances
to work with the Italians, they we:e
to serve as appendages of the.I~allanbourgeois bureaucracy not as In....epenient

81"\powers. ::.

'1 11 \(11 IIvv,8~~konnen Zawde, Yamay~aw Quslanna, p.•
70.

\/I .,... -
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In the conversation between Abuna Petros and the
• •

guards we come to know that the Italians took measures
or, at least, have contribute1 to the weakening of the
feudal rule. The guards eXDress their satisfaction
with Mussolini's throwing away from their shoulders the
kings and their soldiers who have been oppressing them.

~..•Abuna fetros tries to defen1 the feu1al system by claiming
that it was benevolent in nature, and he reproaches the
guards for heving exchanged the honour and sovereignty
of their country for money.90 It is clear from the
speech of the guards thet the Italians were able to
win politically certain sections of the population to
their side. They use different means to attract the
populetion. To begin with, as is stated in Ar'aya,
they bribe the peo"'Jlewith "token Maria Theresa thalers
that they minted in Italy." 91 The Italians are
conscious that the Maria Theresa thalers are very popular
in Ethiopia. With this money and propaganda they rally
aroun1 them a collection of "murderers, robbers and

unruly people who have been sentenced to imprisonment

by the former government. ,,92

Divide and rule is shown as one of the policies the
Italians employ to realise their political objectives.

on T,Jheconflicts and differences thatThey capitalise

. " "" 9390Makonnen Endalka~caw, Yadam ~, po •
91Germa~((gW 'T'!:llrl ::_l->o.--.~--L. . . .-
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exist between the different classes, nationalities,
aristocratic families and religious grouping within the

u IIcountry. In Na$annat we come across a typical example ot

divide and rule practised by the Italians. With the
objective of getting the support of the Qemant people
the Italians pose as if they share similar historical
heritages with the Qemants. Thetwo brothers, Remus and
Remulus who are claimed to have founded Rome were nursed
and brought up by a she-wolf.93 Similarly, the Italians
maintain that it was "klipspringer (sas) that nursed
Aynar,the father of the Qemants, at the k~rkEir desert."94
The Italians here, twist history and create false
parallelism between themselves and the Qemants to attain
their political obuectives. The same novel underlines
that the Italians divided Ethiopians on national basis

••as Amhara, Tigre, Galla and Senasa. They show a gesture
of friendship to one group with the intention of weakening
the other. For instance, "Graziani embraced the muslims

and disregarded the Amharas with the objective of mis-
,,95 The Italians wor-ked

leading and dividing the people. . tOal
o °taries and lnfluen l" the support of the dlgnlhard to Wln 0 The. "th material beneflts. y

People by induclng tbem Wl and night to proveunderdogs who worked day
political administration.recruited some

the humaneness of the Fascist

93 H ~"t 25Zenantah Makonnen, Na$anna .,p , •
94-Ibid•
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Such people went to the extent of declaring that "under
the Fas~ist system prison houses are places of rest, not
places of suffering.,,96 Sometimes the Fascists succeed in
inciting one group of the people against the other with
the help of trivial gifts and token prizes. "I have kept
those blacks busy fighting against one another with the
help of the piece of cloth you see on their elbos,1I97
reminds Major Vendetta to his successor Captain Olandit.

" "In Yadam ~, a sister ridicules her own brother for having
•

pinned on his chest a medal he won in exchange for his
brothers' bluod. The brother commits suicide out ef a
guilty-conscience and later the sister expresses her
admiration for his courage.

The Italians' policy of divide and rule was at times
successful. Ar'aya observes that during the Italian
occupation, "be it out of fear, ir.orance, or sheer
unscrupulousness, the majority of the people took to
espionage and informed against their own country men •••"98

The feudal political system did not create a strong bond
among the different nationalities of Ethiopia. Ar'aya
observes that "though the Ethiopian people lived under a
single state, they still lacked mutual agreement due to
cultural variations emanating from tribal and particular~
religious differences.,,99 Ar'aya fears that the feudal

96 If U· \IVSahla-se sase Berhane-maryam~ Bassa Qetaw, p. 210.
97 II " 11 11 " 11As~ffa Gabra-,maryam1 ~awattace garra~~,p.65 •..98 .. "Germac caw Takla-hawaTyat, Ar' aya, p. 297.

99Ibid .•~ P10 300



politics which was based on inequality and exploitation
might lead to confrontation between the oppressed and th~
oppressor. He is wo;-'riedthat "the people who had been
ruled by our fathers as serfs and slaves, when they see
~~ confronted with problems might give in to its
propaganda and welcome the enemy.11100 The Fascists
also tried to win the support of some influential
personalities by exp Loi.t Lng certain differences these
individuals had had with the former regime. In Balca

It~ Nafso, Major Torolli tries to exploit the conflict
between Balca and the Emperor to win the former to his
side. The Italians offer Bal~a the governorship of his
heredi tary .chieftaincy. 1rJith the intention of exploiting
his Gurage-Galla background Major Torolli confesses to
Balca that "the Fascist government likes the Gurages
and Gallas. 11

101

However, as is shown in Ar'aya and Ba~~a Qetaw, in
4

particular, the Italians showed their brutality as soon
as they entered Addis Ababa , Wholesale arrests,
searching of houses and killing of innocent civilians
using all sorts of pretexts were the regular practices.
In Bassa Qetaw Q~azmac Sef~raw is shot for having

. ·s

hidden guns in his garden. ~aru, another character in
the novel, is savagely tortured for keeping a pistol in

100
Ibid.•

\~'\ 1\
Berhanu Z&ihun", Bal~a Abba NafaD,- p•. 39.
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his house. In the villages their violence manifests
itself in the burning of villages as in the case of

"-It "" VV''' Ill/vato Gananah and ato Ambaye in Endawattacc garracc.
They also send hundreds and thousands to concentration

• "" "l(V JJ lI ••ycamps and prlson houses, as in Endawatta~c garracG.
The February massacre in Addis Ababa and other towns
exposes theinnhmanity of the Fascist administration in
Ethiopia. Allthe novels treat this massacre as an example
of Fascist acts of genocide. As is narrated to Ar'aya
and his men by a certain Daniel who escapes from the
genocide, the number of "people i;-hodied is perhaps
between 20-30 thousandG102

Besides, the Italians take strict measures to curb
the activity of the population. It is even shown that a
person should have a license to undertake any business.
As a beggar informs Tgsfa (the undercover agent in

"II v V' IIv"')Endawattacc ~arracc the Italian administrators" have
made it a requirement for a beggar to have a license.103

They also put heavy restriction on the movement of the
people. A permit is a must for a person to travel from

one place to another.
travelled from Gondar to distant parts of the country.

permits, 104 tells

"In the past nobody asked you if

you
Today, you cannot move without travel

"\02 Germa6c~w T~kl~-hawaryat, AT' aya, -p.307.
" "" vv tL_ I\~'v 47-103As~ffa Gabra-maryam, Endawattacc g~·ra c, p. ~.

104Ibid•
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the beggar to Tasfa. He regretfully comments th8t "in
the past this was done to foreigners, today, yo~ too,
are a foreigner in your own country.1I105 The native
oitizen is excluded from the political life of the
country and becomes a stranger in his own country~ This
in turn drives more and more people away from the
Italians 0 The more they resort to violence and cruel
suppression the more the people become determined to
resist the Italians.

The anti-Fascist patriotic resistance emerges as
a political force in response to the Italian policy of
cruel subjection of the Ethiopians to their r~le.
Generally, the Italians follow a policy of annihilation
towards the patriots. When this fails we see them
resorting to 1"a po ~cy of rapproachment I Nil ".• n ajannat
General Nazi t" tr-i e s 0 persuade p-~tr1-'bt'i~Leaders such as
Aba~ga B" 11 "alaw w~th the followingords: IIComeonl
approach us, everything will be fu~filled for you. If
you believe that we have made mistakes, we shall sit
together and criticise eachroth<re.r~06 In Adde-bay,
too, we see the Italian officers trying to strike a
reconciHation with patriotic leaders such as Abbaba
Aragay. In this novel we witness the patriotic movement
taking political steps such as crowning a king in order
to overcome the lack of a centralised leadership.

105Tbid.
106 If II ""Zenanah Makonnen, Nasannat, p. 206.
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" "II .IIMal'aka ~ahay Iyyassu was crowned wlth a grand military
tI "" "parade; and Mal'aka ~ahay Iyyasu, in turn, gave Balambaras

"" II 107Abbaba Aragay the tile of 'ras.' " Addabay further
shows the consolidation of the patriotic movement with
the formation of the All-Ethiopian Patriots' Association
with a constitution of its own. In the areas under their
control the Patriots maintained law and or.derand
conducted various other public affairs.

Besides, their constant harrassment of the Italians
demoralised their soldiers and made their administration
unstable. It contributed to the development of the
Italian soldiers' class consciousness. Some of the
soldiers in N~9annat have begun complaining that the
rank and file soldiers gain nothing from the war. They
declare that the war is to the advantage of the Generals
and the Marshals.

The authors feel that Italian invasion has certain

international political effects as well. The invasion is
assumed to have tested the power and integrity of the

The Italian occupation of EthiopiaLeague of Nations.
ber countryis regarded as an aggression of one mem

and have deserved to be condemned
failure to

against another member,
In Bas~a 0etaw the League'sand deterred. ~

one of thedischarge its duty is stated by
tI h~~en Bassa asks Abata as to t_e

characters.
possible political

107~elahun ta~~w~ Addabay, p. 124.
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outcome of the Emperor's appeal to the League of Nations,
"Abata comments that,

The League of Nations is an impotent
and irresponsible organisation. Had it
not been impotent and irresponsible
Hoare and Laval ••• with the pretext of
calming the conflict, would not have
propossed, independently of the organisation,
Ethiopia's leasing part of her territory
to Italy.108

The occupation also exposes the hypocrisy of the
policy of collective security. Abatg notes that the
prime ministers of Britain and France "Hoare and Laval
surrendered Ethiopia to the Roman wolf.,,109

On the other hand, the Italian occupation aroused
world-wide protest from different democratic quarters.
Africans, Afro-Americans and other democratic forces
took certain anti-Fascist steps and expressed their
solidarity with Ethiopiao This fact is clearly indicated
in the letter Geday, a compatriot in exile, writes to

Abatg SefMrraw. Geday affirms that,

there is no single African ?r bla~k t
erson who had not been furlo~S a ou

~thiopia's falling under Fasclst rule
for the last four years. No~ad~y~
organisations supporting ~thlopla s£1 .'hing ln everystruggle are ,our1~d that the blackscountry • It lS sal ,

f New i;rk have boycotted bUylngo ' support ofItalian ice-cr~am ln . an studentsEthiopia. Besldes, Afrlc

108 II Berhana"-maryam, Bassa Qetaw, p , 139.Sahla-se 11ase

109Ibid., p. 216.
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in London have staged a demonstration
condemning the acts of the Fascists
and in support of Ethiopia.110

The occupation of Ethiopia exposed the real essence
of Fascism. The Amharic novelists also show how the
occupation of Ethiopia gradually led to the alienation
and condemnation of the Fascists allover the world.

110Ibid., pp. 214-215.



CH.APTER FOUR

IV. Portryal of the Social, Cultural and Economic
Effects of the Italian Occupation

The all-round pressure exerted by the Fascist
occupation shook the Ethiopian society and challenged
the continuity of established patterns of life. To
analyse the changes the rr.ajorityof the Amharic novelists
and playwrights start with the examination of the changes
at the level of the family and extend their assessment
to the types and nature of changes in the society.

In Almothum beyye Alwasem the stable family of
T" \t •Ato I amacu gets di sint.egr-at ed as a result of the war.

Kende and Gassaw B:3.zz:adieat the battle field. " tITamacu
returns from the front but finds his wife and house
taken over by the enemy. He commits suicide and his

IIwif~ ~egerada follows suite. The fate of the two
younger children is unknown; perhaps, they have joined
the ranks of the paren~ss young beggars ~ come acr6ss

II

Tamacu's daughter is horrified
father's soul would feel

in BaraKollmi,yalist.-;--
to imagine how wretched her

k ver by the enemy,if it were to find his home ta en 0
h f e his daughter

l'nvoluntarily married to er 0 ,her mother
of her father and his younger son,serving the killer

sin in a Fascist scho01 by
1 111 T~macu, oncepeop e.

As~~ber, learning to
forgetting both his country and

'"111 ",," Almothum bene Alwasem,M~konnen Endalkaccaw,
p. 326.
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the head of an ideal family, is reduced to a homeless
wanderer before his death. The enemy conquers his country
as well as his family. The cultural life in the household
is changed, it i~o the tune of the enemy's music that
the people dance, it is wine, not talla (local beer)•
and ~agge (mead) that is served. The old family life
has disintegrated in every respect.

"II 0/\/" II)!.,The story of Endawat~acc qarra~c opens with the
highlight of the life condition of the two families of

., II IIato Ambaye and ato Gamanah. These families exhibit
most of the noble qualities that are usually attributed
to typical Abyssinian families and their life style.

II "Ato Ambaye and ato Gamanah are close friends, and as a
means of strengthening their friendship, they arrange

, , " "" II•••••the marriage of thelr two chlldren, Zallaqa and Yasl.
Within a year's time after the marriage of the young
couple, the Fascists invade the country and penetrate

~II IIdeep into the village of ato Ambaye and Ato Gamanah.
Z~ll~q~ joins the patriotic movement leaving his wife,
father and father-in-law behind. vfuenthe Italians

in the area they burn down the houses of Ato Ambaye
and Ato Gaman~h along with the houses of the other

'11 are taken toTbe p.eople of the Vl agevillagers.
YH~i follows here father and

concentration camps. The families ofto the prison houses.father-in-law
.1m" d at o Ambaye are thusAt0 Gamanah an .

broken up •
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The Italian occupation brings about mutual distrust
between members of a family. ZMllHqH is unable to find
a trustworthy person to aco emp any him to the mountains.
IIHenceforth my gun is m~ "nly true friendo I cannet find a

friend who can accompany me as the time is characterised
by treachery and deceit; a time when what is in the hearts
of people has become difficult to know."112

wnile Y&si is in prison, Major Vendetta, the Italian
officer of the region becomes interested in her. He
flatters her with material gifts and she gradually
yields in to his lustful advances. She becomes his
mistress and thus defiles the mnuti ty of family and
marital life. It is the beginning of the end of her
union with her husband; they are torn apart by an alien
force.

In Ar'aya the Italian invaslon disrupts all the
plans of Ar'ayao He is forced to abandon his grand
agricultural project for which he has been making
elaborate preparations.. The war, in certain other
't t' ' s a faml'ly till one or two of its memberssi ua 1ODS ,rUln

are left without any means
daughter.of the lonely Old Man in
fall prey to Italian bombardments
Old Man is left homeless and helpless.

of livelih~od. The wife and
11 II . 1·st§ara -Kolonlya l

and as a result the
In the play he

11 l1o/v 25
112 It 11 11 End'awatta~~ garraCC, p , •Asaffa Ga~' ••
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is seen wearing dirty and tattered clothes; he is
physically worn out his eyes roving about; sometimes
he talks to himself absent-mindedly.

" II " IIDambal, a patriot in Ennat Alam Tannu, joins the-.
patriotic front leaving his mother, wife and children

11 Ii 11behind. Gabrayyas, the flogger, mocks at him reminding
11him that he buried his father at MaYQaw, abandoned his

children to the care of his mother and drove his wife
113 " "to lunacy ••~ Dambal's f~ily is totclly ruined and

the members are leading a b;eggs.r'slife. The grand-
mother, Ennat Algm Tgnnu, is reduced to a vagrant

Q

wandering around in her worn-out wagon with the rest
of her wretched family.

II 0/ .In Yalemzat it is the death of his father at May~~w
and his mother's death due to typh0id fever, at about
the same time, that forCeS B~sah to earn his living on

•• W' " v 0/ "" V IIthe street.-. In Bassa Qetaw Qannazmac Sefarraw's death
•

" 11 ...,"" " IIbecomes a blow to the family. In Na§nnnat Accamyallas
is forcibly taken to Gondar for prnstitution on the eve
of her marriage to D~mm~lla~. Their possible union in

the interference of an evil force.
by abandoning

marriage is disrupted by

"Denqenas is forced to live as a prostitute
her two children back in her home village. In Addabay

113 II 11 " "?~ggaye .~~ Ennat Al?Aliafff: (Addis
Ababa: ~ 8M-lamPri~ Pre.'ls,195~ p. 86.
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Lallggallsa"dl'es l'nth f' ht' 1 ' b h' d h' 'fe 19 lng eavlng e In lS Wl e
"Askala.

The disintegration of the family definitely has
its own effects which manifest themselves in the social,
economic and cultural spheres. EConomically, the death
of the heads of families results in the destitution of
the dependent members of the family as in the case of
the children in $ro-a-Kloniyalist and Basah in Y~lemzat.
In 9ar~-Koloniyalist the wretchedness of the people is
shown through the vivid description of the social
environment of the people. The condition of the huts
is made to express the condition of the dwellers. The
huts are as disfigured as the people themselves. "Here
and there are seen charcoal stained and mud covered
Abyssinian houses with dismantled doors; dislocated
windows, partially torn but walls and toppled rOJfs.11114

The people are not capable of building themselves modest
houses, or to maintain the old ones. The physical description

of the characters is also used as a technique of
conveying the povertyof the people. The children in
II II 1 d mi serable; fromSara-Koloniyalist are parent ess an--the description ~f their physical condition one ca~

have already experienced the degradlngtell that they They have becomeeffects of the Fascist occupation.
i.b s them thus:Old Man descrl ebeggar-children. The

114 It It 8~r~_Kol('niyalist, p. 19.Mangestu Lamma,
•
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their faces are covered with chileasma,
their chins with ring worms, their scalp
with fungal disease and their hands are
full of scabies. They are bony in figure
and pale in colour with an unsteady movement
due to chigger (jigger) attack.115

The Old Man further traces the origin of these
children and their condition at the time. "The white
man (the Italians) calls them 'vagabondo' (vagabend)
they are beggar children who came from distant part
of the country after having lost their parents; S0

th b· ,,116ey are egglng.

During the Italian occupation, as is indicated in
" IISara-Koloniyalist, hundreds of children,p,cstitutes and

day-labourers of all kinds flocked to urban centres to
subsist on the crumbs of bread they get from the Italians.
The process has created a new social group of destitutes.
Urban centres swelled with the influx of such people. The
Old Man ironically comments that they are the fruit of
European civilisation, and the harvest the Ethiopians
are to reap guided by the luminous Romah tlight'~

Addabay examines the eeonomic policies of the
Fascists and their practical effects. The author is

c£ the belief that in Ethiopia Italian colonialism

d policy of crude exploitation. Thefoiowed a backwar

115Ibid., 1? 19.

116Ibid., pp. 20-21.
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Fascists impoverished both the cities and the rural
population. As is shown in the novel the peasantry feel
the economic pressure as they are squeezed between the
combatants of the patriotic movement and the Fascists.
The enemy robs the people of their cattle and other

"t! vv" t!){y. •property. In Endawattacc garra~c lt 18 stated that the
• •

people "got all their property and cattle confi9~ateQ.
and the entire country was transformed into a desert":t11?
The well-to-do peasant families of the past are unabl~
to produce sufficient food for their members during the
war. As a result, some join the patriots, ethers flock
to the towns to earn their living as day-labourers. nSome
j~ined forcibly and others joined willingly to earn
their daily bread. Whatever the case might be, the
daily Labeur-ts price was negligibe.n118 With their
villages burnt dowr, their farmlands laid waste, their
cattle and other farm animals killed or slaughtered,
they are left with no alternative but to migrate to towns
and serve as daily-labourers.

The life condition of the Ethiopian women needs
closer examination when we discuss the social, economic
and cultural effects of the Italian occupation. Ethiopian
women whose husbands die at the front, those whose husbands
join the patriotic movement and others whose husbands
are sent to concentration camps or are detained are

117 If If II II II II lIetv
Asaffa Gabra-maryam, Endawatta~~ Qarracc,

• t.

118 1111 II If"Zenanah Makonnen, Nasannat, p. 163.

p , 55.
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left at the mercy of the Italians. Some of these women
join the patriotic movement; others are forced to becbme
the Italians' mistresses or concubines. TMmacu's wife
marries Brigadier Mario against her will; YMsi of

"" ~v tI "VYEndawattacc garracc becomes Major Vendetta's mistress;
••

v tI" u"Ac~amyyallas of U[~sannat is forced to surrender her
honour to Major Kassalhni and bear him a child. Berritu,

.. the former house-maid in Ar'aya, is seen playing an active
role in supplying women to Italian soldiers. Sergute in

v\.;.. VII v ~Ar'aya, the wives of Bassa and Caru in Bassa Qetaw, however,
are able to maintain their honour using different tactics.

The Italian occupation contributed to the development
II vof prostitution on a larger scale. Yalamzat dwells on

the problem of prostitution in detail. The novel does
not cl~im that it is with the Italian occupation that
prostitution emerged for the first time. It only tries
to show the qualitative differences of the problem before

- and after the Italian occupation of Ethiopia. rtWayzfu'o
Bafana, who is herself a famous prostitute during the
Italian occupation, underlines the differences as follows:

Though the condition before the enemy .
invasion was bad it was not as repulslve
as the one durin~ the occupatione In ~he

re-invasion period there was no p~actlce
~f offering prosti~ute~ f~~x:~l~nl~~~ ~asis
commodity whose pr1ce 1S had been women who
of beauty. Beforel,t~~~e sexual affairs withopened bars and a so . hed Thetheir customers whenever they WlS 0
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male customers gave them gifts if they were
pleased but there wa~~no fixed price as such
for their services.1~J

This quotation shows the differences between the
nature of prostitution before and after the 6ccupation.
The Italian occupation commercialised prostitution; and
the free gift that was meant to express. one's graficati,f,n
is changed to a fixed price. Prostitution fleurishes as

"a business with a license, trade mark and fixed tax ~n
th& ineome. The occupation transforms Ethiopian women
into commercial objects of sexual gratification. "During
the qccupation the women who are recruited and kept as
prostitutes are no better than meet- animals from whose
flesh every hungry male is entitled to share.,,120 It is
their duty to entertain any person provided he pays the
fixed price. • ' II It IIwayzaro Bafana comments that the prostitutes
do not have the right to complain. They are also
entitled only to a small fraction of their income. The
rest is divided between the boss and the state.

II 11In Na$annat we witness the Fascists actively
contributing to the institutionalization of prostitution.
Girls such as Accamyallgs are kidnapped to serve Italian
officers such as Major Kassaloni. Kassalvni keep~
Acc'amyy'all~sas a mistress and refuses to recognise
the child as his own when she gives birth. The half-
caste boy is taken care of by the prostitute mother.

110 11 II II.LF..,Cklls Alamayyahq., Yalem~at (Addis Aba.ba.~ KuraZi
Publishing' Agency, 1980)~"p , .333.

120Ibid., p. 334.
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The problem of half-casresis thus one of the social
effects that resulted from the occupation by the Italians.

v ~ II tlAccamyyallas leads a bitter life as a prostitute, never
reconciles herself to Major Kassaloni; she feels that
"his skin 1:8 coarse, his voice hoarse, and his language
unintel1.igible to her •••,,1'21However, she has to continue
with that type ()flife because n a breath for a short span
of time is l'referrable to death.n122

The Italian officers and soldiers are all out t~
seduce Ethiopian women whenever they get the chance.
In Addabay the Italian officer in charge 0f prison houses
is portrayed as a nymphnm~~c character. He "teaches
women deviant or abnormal typQs of sex with the help of
drinks, in the name of civilisation or with the use of
sheer force.,,123

Amharic novelists and playwrights consiiered in this
study, deal with the flourishing of bars and hotels, the
widespread culture ~f alc~holism and the expansion of
towns as the inevitable social, cultural and economic
effects of the Italian occupetion.

After the loss of independence Ethiopians find
alcoholism an ideal means of escaping from the horrifying

121 "q 11 II'
Zenanah M.aKonnen, Na§ann&t; 1>- ~5-

122Ibid., p. 46.
123Telahun Tas~w, Addabay, p. 160.

• •
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reality they daily witness. It is a deliberate means
of self-denial, an attempt to forget oneself. Terror
and anxiety necessitate an outlet. As is stated in
Addabay,

everyone frequented bars to get partial
relief from his thoughts, Those who were
humiliated as a result of the loss of
freedom and others who got disturbed
for having reconciled themselves with the
system go to these places and flyaway
from their conscience. Fearing that their
life might be taken away by a bullet from
the patriots, some tried to exhaust, within
a short time, the pleasure they had meant for
a long time. Even aimless people who got
terrorised by the situation we~~4to these
places to escape from reality.

It is suggested in Endawatta~c garra~c that alcoholism
sapped the Ethiopians of their will-power and turned
them into unproductive citizense One of the drunkards
in this novel comments, lIevenif our Empera-r returns he
will find some of us killed by enemy bullets and some
others by alcohol. From nPW ~nwards, we are good-for-

h· . d t' .t . ,,125not lngs and we cannot serve hlm as pro uc lve Cl ~zens
End~w'!rtta~cgtkr&cc further discusses the reasons why
~lc~holismhas become common among the Ethiopians. The
drunkard in the novel explains the reasons by saying the

following:
No one is there to reprimand us. for
having

1
_got drSunl'nkcea~~~~~ed~~~~~~~llYourse ves.

124Ibid., p. 267.
vv 11 1t~c 93125 Ast~ffa Gabra-maryam, Endawatt acc 9arra ,p. •
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killed ourselves, we don't try to avoid
shamelessness~ Besides, nur confidence
is sapped. The family that has a leader
will have a noble character and manner;
whereas the society witnout a tf~grdian
will be chaotic and disorderly.

In the ~nalysis of the social, economic and cultural
effects of the Italian occupat i.on, Bass"a Qeyaw also treats
the role of the Italians in the expansion of towns.
Addis Ababa, for instance, is thought to have been

,I., nmodernised under the Italians. Abata Sefarraw, who is
an undercover ",gentin Addis Ababa informs Bassa, who
is a leader of patriots outside the city:

Addis Ababa is no more the village
town you knew before~ It has emerged
as a big town. The Italians have totally
transformed it into a city8.~ vfuenyou
return to Addis, you will feel that you
are in ~n.Italian city, not in the.old127and famlllar town founded by Menellk.1I

Abata, however, is critical of these achievemnts.
He knows th~t the Italians do all these things only
with an eye on their long-term interests. The change,
for example, in the name of the streets, in his view,
is part of the process of Italianisation of Ethiopia.
The activity going on in Addis Ababa is a process of
"reconstructing it after their own image shedding it

it 128of its cultural and historical herl age.
th t the Fascists didS£ra_Kcloniyalist exposes a

~ -- values and faith of the people.care for the culturalnot

" Bas~a Qetaw, p. 236.
127Sahl';,..-.seiJ;3.sf-'Berhano.-maryam~
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In this play we come across a certain Italian officer
by the name Pojo who uses the bell of the church for
signaling to the workers to start their daily work.
In the words of the Old Man, he is 'playing with it t .•

Showing his irreverence for elders, . )jo tries to force
the Old Man to salute him in the manner of the Fascis~
The actions, ways of life and thoughts of the Italians
influenced and changed the life pattern, mode of thought
and cultural values of the Ethiopians as well. In the

II II •words of the Old Man in Sara - Koloniyallst,

the honest ones turned into traitors,
friends became enemies, slaves disobeyed
their masters and went their own way,
the tenants killed their landlord, the
hungry one changed his faith to get food,
spies and enemy agents increDsed in number. 129
and generally people distrusted eachother •••

From the observation of the Old Man almost everyone
and everything undergoes change. Human as well as social
relatiomare transformed and material interest becomes
the only goal of life. liThecollaborator found a gold
ring on a lady's finger; when he found it difficult
to remove it from the finger, he cut her finger with
his sabre ,,130 says the Old Man.

In Y~lemzat ato Mand'afro examines the split within
the society and tries to rationalise on the possible
causes of the change. In his opinion,

~L~M~gestu ~~m&, p~ra-KolOniyalist, p. 19.
130Ibid.
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The split among the brotherly children
of a single Ethiopia into patriots and
collaborators, agents and counter-agents,
and their engagement in mutual annihilation
and hunting down of one another is a divine
calamity, a calamity that has befallen us
all as a result of the country~s occup~t~on
by the enemy an1 the resultant slavey. 3

Most of the novels analysed above focus on the
negative effects of the occup2tion in the social,
economic and cultural lives of the people •. Novels such
as Addabay and Bassa Qetaw try to show some of the
positive outcomes of the occupation as well. YfunayHlw•
QuslHnna and Ag'azi don't focus on effects such as
prostitution, urbanisation and alcoholism. Bas~a Qetaw,
.•.,JI II 11 II tl tl •••;J/~asannBt, A~dabay and Endawatta~~ garrac~ treat such effects

• 0 ••

in greater length and ~epth.

131 HM:dis Altam'ayyallhu ~ y"l v t 197a emza ,p. •



CHAPTER FIVE

v. The Portrayal of the Patriotic Resistance

The Amharic novels and plays discussed in this
study loud the Ethiopian peoples' ant±Fascist struggle.
We witness the resistance movement of the people developing
into a solid front under the leadership of patriotic

11 11 11. If II vJt" ttVyfigures such as Zallaqa 1n Endawattac~ oarrac~, Ar'aya in..
1I.~. " II 1!! • .." sr 'I ••Ar'aya, Abagoa 1n Najannat; Baosa in Bassa Qe~aw, Basah

in Y&lemzat, Dann~w and others in Addabay, Balca and his
v II "followers in Balca Abba Nafso, Abung Petros in Yad~ Dems

• • •
and other characters who contribute their share to the
consolidation of the patriotic resistance. There are
patriotic undercover agents as in the case of Kasse in
ellII K 1 . Li t dElI . Nil II t h t .b t'~ara- 0 on1ya 1S an sunaw 1n aqanna w ose con r1 u ~on
to the movement is immense.

As is indicated in A1dabay and Na~annat, the
rivalries among the patriotic leaders threaten the unity
of the front at the initial phase of the struggle.
Addabay, for instance, focuses on the misunderstanding
between Ras Abbgbg Ar&gay and another patriotic leader

11 II II 11 11Kaffalaw Walda-§adeq. The armies of the two leaders
are on the verge of fighting against one another and
the Italians watch the incident with interest to use
it to their own advantage. If IIIn Na~annat a similar

If II IIconflict arises between Ballata and Yefru, two patri~t-
It 1111 •leaders.Ballata, who 1S proud of his family background
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wants Yefru to be his subordinate. The conflict is finally
resolved with the interference of other patriot-leaders.

The patriots in Addabay seriously feel the danger
of the non-existence of a centralised command. To

..overcome the problem, they crown Mgl'ak~-~~hay Iyyasu.
However, the new king suddenly dies before the patriots
achieve a unified command. Finally, after a series of
deliberations among the patriot-leaders, the All
Ethiopian Patriots' Association is formed. The
association plays a crucial role in coordinating the
struggle of the various patriotic groups.

The novels and plays discussed here show that the
individual patriots who took part in the remistance
movement are drawn from different classes and social

11 11 II II!' • 11strata. Patriots like Abbaba Aragay, Balca, Gezaccaw
" " II II " 11Bayle, Hayla-maryam Mammo, Kaffalaw Walda-sadeq,•

Daggazrnac Awraris ••• come from the higher social stratum
of the society. During the occupation we see these patriots
using their influence to mobilise the people for the
patriotic struggle.

The novels and plays also show us that there are
" " II""militants from anong the clergy. In Yamaysaw Quslanna

II IIand Yadam Dems the martyrdom of Abung Petros gets widera • •

coverage and the exemplary deed of the bishop is praised.
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" "Yadam Dems, is iriparticular based on the patriotism--.-
.' and religious conviction of Abun~ Petros. Abung Petros.~.~ . .

who is accused of collaborating with the patriots; is
arrested and made to appear before the Italian authorites
for trial. The Italian authorities try to convince him
to officially renounce his stand and condemn the patriots.,
They order him to choose between life and death, and
Abung Petros unhesitantly chooses to die rather than• •
surrender to ~ascist rule. He tells them to their
face that they are criminals whose inevitable doom is

at hand. He gets extra strength from his religious vow.
He reminds the Italians that he is quite fortunate "fo
suffer in the hands of the Romans, the killers of Ihisl

Lord and happy to follow Him carrying His cross.,,132
vmen collaborators try to persua1e him to submit to

. "Fasclst rule, Abunn Petros refuses by saying that he
• •

cannot have any existence apart from that of his country.
He justifies his position by stating that his principled
stand is consistent with the dictates of his religion.
" A ciilebrated religious obedience is sacrificing oneself
for the honour of one's religion, country and emperor,,133

Accordingly, Abun~ Petros is condemned to death and then. .,
an angel appears on the scene and encourages him for hiS!
'heroic deed. With the appearance of the angel, the

author reinforces this belief that Abung Petros's• •
death is in line with the divine will.

13'21\ " " 11 11Makonnen Endalkac~aw, Yadam Demg, p. 83.
133Ib·d.l., p. 87.
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The death of Abunk Petros is significant in that
# ."

it inspires thousands of resistance fighters from every
It " .corner of the country. A1afres from Shawa, Kassa of

" It It II., U 11_ "Ti"gray, Balaw from Goj jam, "Tamacu from Bagamder, Waqgera
_ from Galla and the muslim Fatuma resolve to fight the

enemy to the last after they witness Abuna'~e1ros's
heroic sacrifice.

II "It tIIn other nove Is such as Ar.'.ayamamere Takla-maryam
plays a key role in the organisation of the patriotic

he
rt~istance. When/is shot to death by the Fascists, his
final words are "may Ethiopia be your gr-aveyard , Let he
who submits to your rule be cursed.!,134 In the same novel
we also find other priests who systematically disseminate
among the people the prophecy of Italy's inevitable defeat
within five years. The prophecy is believed to have a
psychological impact on the FClscists. We also see Wuhib
propagating the same prophecy in Sara-Koloniyalist •

•
II IIAlgqa Wubate of Na$sannat is a priest of exceptional

calibre. He plays a vital role in the coordination and
consolidation of the patriotic front. He reconciles and
brings together the patriot lea1ers Ab~ggg BHIHw and GHbre
MMkureya. He urges the patriots to avoid conflicts between
themselves and work for the creation of a single unified
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anti-Fascist front.

In the name of the ark of St. Michael
I beg those of you who are nut for
mutual destruction to forgive eachother.
Forget your past grudges and your desire
for revenge and stand upi~ unison against
the forward marching massive force of the
enemy. If you fail to 10 so, may the bones of
your fRthers, forefathers and mine stub you;
may you not have offsprings. Those of you
who Rre simply interested in filling your
bellies, may God giv13~oU the scabies and
deny you the finger. )

In the works unier consi1eration, the role of the
Ethiopian intelligentsia in the patriotic reEip'4;8~ee
is also treated. In Ar'aya the title-character is one
of the few foreign-e'iucated young people who take part
in the battle of May~aw and after the occupation he retreats
to the countryside, organises and leads the patriotic
struggle against the Fascists. He sheds his blood for
his country and contributes his share to the re~'or~an
of the country's indepen1ence.

In Addabay the intellectuals who serve in the
different patriotic groups play a crucial role in
preserving the unity of the patriotic resistance.
Intellectuals like D&messe wald~-amanuel play a key
role in the 1rafting of the constitution of the All-
Ethiopian patriots Association. The intellectuals
are also instrumental in bringing the different patrioticn
groups together.

135 II" ""Zenanah Makonnen. Najannat, p. 13.
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In Bassa Qetaw we see several intellectuals
fighting against the Fascists. II .Abata, a fore1gn-
educated young man, serves as an unde~cover agent in
the city and leter joins the patriots, takes part in

"the actual war and even gets wounded. Geday, an educated
Ethiopian, relays news of the interne.tio:::alpolitical
situation to the patriot s, .... "Caru, another intellectual,
resists the Italians, is imprisone'i and.tortured in the
hands of the Fascists. He exposes the ~ts wi.t h
the help of his paintings. The t~eme of one of his
paintings is lithecruelty of barbarians, blood-
shed, wounds; worms and parasiteso,,136 It summarises
the characteristics of the Fascists and their day to
day activities in the country ..

If V "In Yalemzat an educated. bar owner, ato Mandafro,
eontributes a lot to the struggle of the patriots.
His hotel serves as a venue for all anti-Fascist forces,
and as a centre where the undercover agents acquire

. "b\lllets for the freedom fighters.. Ato Mandafro
perBbnally shapes the attitude of Basah and his friends

the patriotic struggle.and channels their energy towards \ Basah
. attained Man1afro welcomes

, ..1 . ndence 18 , diateVJhen ~r~,lel?e " . th their ~mme'des them Wl
d and.proV'land his frien So.

needs .•

11 BaS-sa Qei(aw, p•• 211.
136 11 '1 r" Berhana-meryam~Sahla-ee...S.·
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" "Kasse of Sara-Koloniyalist belongs to the educated
•

section of the society. He is a student of the Holetta
Military School and speaks French. He courageously
fifhts the enemy in the battle-ground, and he sacrifices
himself to keep the patriotic resistance alive.

The works under discussion show that the Ethiopian
women are the ones who suffered the most under Italian
occupation. Wives lose their husbands, mothers their
children, girls their boy-friends or their fiance and
sisters their brotherso The novels which treat the
contribution of women to the anti-Fascist struggle show
them fighting with all the means at their disposal.

In Almothum beyye Alwasem " "Tamacu's wife, Segerada,
•

is depicted as a soft-hearted woman. We see her trying
her best to stop "he.r husband from going to the war
front. She differs from other female characters
treated in the other works in this regardo She is forced
by her neighbours and her circumstances to become a
mistress of an Italian officer. When she discovers
the hanged body of her husband and the message he has
left behind, her former softness gives way and she
becomes like a wounded tigress. She chops off the head
of the Fascist officer she is forced to live with. She
goes to the square in the centre of the town and agitates
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her countrymen to rise against the enemy. She is shot
to death and her death results in thousands joining in
the struggle against the enemy.

In Ar'aya, Sergute, a young girl from the country-
side, serves the local patriots effectively. She travels

11 IItwice to Dabra-berhan to spy on the enemy. She boldly
and intelligently accomplishes her mission by escaping
the traps of the Italian soldiers. She also fights
alongside Ar'aya and his comrades-in arms throughout
the occupetion period.

Several women patriots are also shown fighting
against Italian Fascists in Addabay. Askal1:i,in
particular, holns a special place. She joins the
struggle leaving her child behind and after the death

11 n 11of her patriot husband, Laggasa, she replaces him as a
commander of a group of patriots.

In Bassa Qetaw, Denqe, Bassa's wife, insists on
followinr her husband to the war fronto She is seen
successfully resistin~ Major Barzini's attempt to
seduce her. She also withstands the enemy's threats
and intimidc:tion and refuses to disclose the whereabouts
and activities of her husband. Later she joins the
stru~gle and witnessed her baby killed on her back.
She is imprisoned and kept in confinement. Despite the
hardships, she remains loyal to her patriot husband and
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the cause of her country to the last.

II "Balaw, accompanies her husband along with other women
and takes pprt in the struEgle. Their duties include
cooking food for the patriots and looking after and
taking care of the sick and the wounded soldiers.

" """ .In Bal~a Abba Nafso Wayzaro Zarfe, the wlfe of
,; v v "" "Qannazmac Latebalu, the collaborator~ abandons her

husband and joins her patriot uncle D~ggac Balca to
fight the Fascists.

There are also Ethiopian~ women who live with
Italian soldiers and assist the patriots by providing
them with invaluable information. There are others who
live as prostitutes but use their access to the Italians
to save the lives of the patriotso II..., II "DenqBnas of Na~annat
pleades with Major Agulini to r-e Le ase a group of detained
patriots; Agulini agrees and sets the people free.

When we closely examine the novels and plays under-
consideration we realise that the majority of the fighters
that inflete the rank of the patriotic resistance are
drawn from the peasantry~ The works underline that
without the participation and cooperation of the peasantry
it wes impossible to put up any significant resistance.
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v 1I v-In Almothum-peyye Alwasem Tamacu is a farmer and
his death and thet of his wife inspires other patriots
for action. Re!erring to the heroes from the peasantry,
Ar'aya suggests that the patriotic resistance has enabled
ordinary people to rise to prominence and get recognition.
It is in the ~dst of the peasantry that Ar'aya and ~is
friends live and operate. The peasants, in addition,
help the patriots in ':spyingon the movement of the
enemy, its strength etc.

In End~w~ttacc g~rr~cc Zall~q& is from a rich
o.

peasant family. The war of resistance provides him with
the chance of displaying his valour. In this novel it
is observed that "instead of those who had been expected
to support the country as pillars, they are the products
of the adversary situation, the ordinary men, the no ~nesf,
who served the country •••,,137

",.,... "J)annaw, a patriot character in Addabay, is fror.•a
peasantry., In .:~1dabayit is stated that "the peasant s
who were hitherto unknown in Sh~wa have now got the titles

...'~Y"" v 138of Fetawrari, qannazmac , grazmac and balambaras"

1~7" "" 1I It ./; II " .y v. As~ffa Gabra-mary~m, Endawattacc g~rra~c, p. 37.
Ii •

138~elahun ~asaw, Addabay, p. 241.
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"" Aba"g"g"!!The patriotjc leaders of Najannat such as a

B'alaw, kasse M6ja'sa and Gabre Makurya are from a peasant
origin. The seme thing is true with most of the fol~owers

"of Balca in 3aLca Abba Nafso.

Thfre ~re a.lsopeople drawn from other sections
of theiociety that playa role in the patriotic resistance.

" •••" " v vIn Yam~YQaw Quslanna Kasaye,servant and friend to
II II" "SergeEnt Badelu Tarrafa, shar-es the ups and downs of

life ~ith the latter. In Ar1aya three of the six
servarts of Ar'aya remain faithful to him and fight
the eiemy to the last.. BasS-a goes to the war front;with

II Ill! -'f " ,Araru a.ndTamas~~n. Araru dies during the retreat and Tam~sgan
fight3 the enemy alongside his master throughout the
occup~tion period.

" IIIn Ar'aya and Nasannat the role of shepherds and
locaj singers is also given some attention. The
shepherds compose songs which praise the deeds of certain
patrivt leaders and condemn the acts of collaborators.
The songs and poems of the shepherds boost the morale
of the patriots. II IIIn Nasannat we are told about how the

o

songs infuriate the Fascist officials and lead them to
ccnfiscating the musical instruments of the singers.

II vYalemzat is unique in that it deals with the story
of a group of 'city boys' (yarada legocc) who display
a ::-emarkabledegree of bravery in the anti-Fascist
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armed struggle. The novel shows the gradual development
of the boys: patriotic sentiment from a spontaneous
struggle against Fascism.

During the resistance war, B~sah distinguishes
himself as a gifted leader and talented fighter. In
the struggle his group becomes the driving force of
the lerger group. They conduct the war with such
dexterity and ease of mind that they change the battle
field into a film screen. The authorial narrator
dramatizes their action as follows:

The battle spreads like a prairie fire
and its flame chases away even those who
are at a dista~ce. If those felons (gangsters)
of the 'Wube Baraha',* those spirits of the
night, throw themselves into the centre of
the war, they destroy the enemy and come out
safely when they are thought to have been
liquidated! Those wasps join the war and
put the enemy in utter confusion attacking
it from right and left, up and down. Has
anyone ever succeeded in shooting do~the
wasp? \fuohas ever killed a spirit?

The war of resistance inspires even elderly people
to take up arms against the invaders. Balca leads an
army of patriots at the age of 81. He heroically dies;
with his corpse lying above that of his enemy. His death
is significant in that it produces thousands of patriots
who are ready to follow his example. The patriotism of
the Old Man in Sara-Koloniyalist is clear from his

'Wude aar~ha'refers to the once central part of

~~~i~~'J~'Jce., \I _/ at v- 202.
~\).\1 \I II 1alemz~,

'"?9Raalie uamayYanu, -
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comments and the adv:i.cehe gives to the younger generation.
He acts as a brid~ between the generation of the past
and the prnsent. TJ.e patriotic movement also inspires
the muslims as much as it does the christians. Ali,
the buai.nesaman i:rN~.~aIUlMtdies resisting the enemy,
and Faturra of Ya6~m Dem§ resolves to fight the enemy
till ber last bJeath.

ij:hestruggle of the undercover patriotic agents
known in Amhar-ic as ~yawust arb:lMvcc' is given tribute.
The strategy of the underc0ver agents as outlined in
~~-Koloniyalist is to live among the wolves and
t~~tfully briddle the mouth of the wolf to stop it
f~om eating the sheep.140 Kasse, the young undercover
afent in fMrM-Koloniyalist, constantly changes his name,
h:s identity and his residence to put the enemy on the
wx)ng track. He works as a day labourer, wanders from
place to place' as a hermit, and an interpreter of Wubib,
the sorcerer. [asse intelligently uses Wuhib's cover
to propagate among the people, the prophecy of Italy's
imminent defeat wi"lhin five years. He utilises the
chance to raise a fu~ for the purchase of ammunition,
which is smuggled intc the country from ~jibouti. The
platform also gi.ve.s rri.n a chance to recruit volunteers
for the patriotic :_'€sistal·ce , Kasse carries out all these
tasks with diligence and strict-self-control. Finally,

140 .u " " " ..Mangestu Lamma, Sar~all.s~,p. 69.
lJ .
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when his identity is discovered and he is about to be
caught he commits suicide in order to preserve the
secrets of the patriotic movement. The Italians who
promised a .onus of 10,000 lire to any person wh~ can
identify Kasse and help them to put him under control
~et irritated. Kasse frustrates thei~ plan and sacrifiees
himself ~ut saves the patriotic movement.

? In lr1aya ate W~ld~-amanuel serves the patriots
as an undercover agent and a liaison officer. He spies
on the development of forces, weakness and strength of

the enemy; he also reads newspapers and relays the
information he thinks to be relevant to the patriots.

IIIn Addabay TaklH-hp.~anot is an under cover agent
operating within the area controlled by the enemy. He
feeds the patriots with classified information regarding
the situation of the enemy.
such agents in Bassa Qetaw.

Similarly, there are several
IIAuata is a foreign-educat~d

young man whose information on the current international
issues boost the morale of the patriots. Mammo a waiter
at the Etege Hotel is a militant undercover agent. Olana,
an old man living in the suburbs of Addis Ababa, contributes
his share by sending useful information to the patriutss.

In "N~9ann~t, "Rs~~w serves the pat.raets while he
pretends to be a loyal agent of the Fascists. He
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misinforms the Italians and creates a favourable
condition for the patriots~ He effectively neutralises
the schemes of the not~rivus collaborator, M~lke Logal~.

II II IIThe role of Zallaqa, an ~dercover agent in Balca ~
Ngfs8, is much similar to that vf Esunaw except that at
the first acquaintance OJ9 can mistake Z~llaqa for a
hopeless sycephant. He ~akes ignorance to win enemy's
confidence. He pretends to be innocent and lavishly
praises Fascist power, the Italian Emperor and Mussolini.
But he has a sensitive ear to gather information and pass
it on to Daggac Balca and his men.

The Amhari~ novels and plays dealing with the patri.tic
resistance are full of examples of genuine undercover
agents who contribute to the attainment of independence,
in no less degree, if not more, than the patriots wht
fought in the mou~tains·and forests. On the other hand,
in the novels and ~lays treated here we find real and
fictional charactets who side with the enemy against
the interest of their country. Such collaborators

or servants to regionalrange frOID simple house-maids
t1 11 t1 w'f.l the maid-servant ofchiefs. In !amayCaw Quslan a

P 1\ t1 II, f .ly betrays the family inSergeant B~de~u Tarrafa s aml
In AI't aya there areh' h she was b1)rnand brought up.

w ac h rY and collaboration with the
several instances of treac e

f house_-m~id going over
There is also a case 0 aenemy.
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to the side of the enemy against her own family.
"" .,., II II "'"' .Endawattacc garracc states that the cruelty of the

collaborators surpasses that of the Fascists. Addabay
brings forth serious cas~s of treachery such as the one

!t IIdone by Walda-kiros, the secretary of the patriots'
Association. Referring to the acts of this man

II II II
Ras Abbaba Aragay comments, "Each period. is full of
cowardly people who prefer slavery to freedbmto prom~te
th' d'l . t t 141 Add b 1 t t th f te1r a1 y 1n eres s. . a ay a so rea sea e

II ""of people like Mamere Walda-hanne, who serves the enemy
wholeheartedly. Later this man is disgraced both in the
eyes of the Fascists and the Ethiopians.

I'Abuna Abraham advocates the p~rpetuation of Fascist
rule. He urges the Ethiopians to fully submit to the
rule of the all-powerful government of Itsly rnthis~novel.

" "we also see notorious· collaborators like Malke Bogala
•. J.. and Qatnazmat Egegu. The former is an avowed enemy of

the patriots and the latter loses his temper when Major
Agulini sets free the patriots who have plotted against

his life. In the same novel there are Ethiopian
d 11' Ernpero"* who tryjournalists of the "Corriere e

the barbarity of the Fascists.their best to whitewash
. . a favourable light,In an effo~t to present FaSC1sm 1n

under Fascism prison houses are places

"91-8.C~of suffe-ring.
they maintain that
~l -r~~'t'rl81 2."r8 not
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V 11In Balca Abba Nafso we find collaborators like
Lebu Sahle and Q~nnazmac Latebalu, who unreservedly
serve the Italians. Both finally fall into the hands
of Daggac Balca; Lebo Sahle is hanged while Lateb~lu•

11 11shoots himself. In §ara-Koloniyalist Fetaw.r-ard,
11Mentasnot is an enemy agent who closely follows the

movement of the patriots.

Some of the novels such as Bassa Qetaw.Addabay and
11 11Na~annat portray the patriotic movement as an independent

f hOI y" .••11 Q n v c- A. 0orce w 1 e novels such as amaY9awuslanna and g.az1
present it as an appendage of the Emperor's political
struggle. The latter group of novels alsu overrate the
assistance of the British government. II .VYalemzat, however;
questions the genuineness of the assistance.

Ag'azi which clearly gl0rifies the political
personality of the Emperor, recognises the significance
of the patriotic resistance. In the words of Ag'azi,
Ethiopian "patriots are impenetrable fortesses of God.
Her Ernperur, in particular, as he is supported by divine
arms, is empowered to repulse and defeat any oppqnent

o t h r 142 Ag'azi maintainsthat aggressively marches aga1nS e.
two fronts wbi~ethat the Emperor has waged a struggle on

on reaching the patriots and
on exile;his voice keeps

" 11 Ag'azi, pp. 61-62.142W~lda-giyorgis Walda-yohanneS, -
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guides their actions. On the other hand, his voice
continues to be heard at international political forums.
This implies that the patriotic resistance was not an
autonomous movement. In the opinion of Ag'azi the
patriotic resistance has succeeded "because the strategy
devised by the exiled Emperor was correct. Of course,
the patriots operating in the country also followed his
words and continued their armed struggle with vigilance.,,143
In Ag'azi the patriotic movement is given credit with the
Emperor as a decisive force operating from behind. In
this novel the Emperor is depicted as an instrument
through which God expresses his divine will. The
personality of the Emperor attains a super-natural status.

YMmayc~w Quslanna gives due credit to the patriotic
•

resistance but the final rebirth of the country is said
to be made possible by the tnumphal return of the Emperor
to his country. "" "" 11 II •••.•.Endawattacc garracc and Ar'aya try to
strike a balance between the contribution and role of
the Emperor and thet of the patriotic resistance in the

attainment of independence.

- -
143 Ibid., p. 64.
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IIand people during the Italian occupation. Badelu recalls
that after their deliverance from the grip of the Pharaohs,
the Israelites used to annoy God; similarly, he fears that
Ethiopians, too, might misuse their freedom forgetting
those days of suffering. In .spite of his fear Sergeant

" "11 11Badelu Tarrafa regards the triumphal return of the
Emperor as an eventful day, the opening of a new era in
the history of the country and a period heralding the
reconstruction of the new Ethiopia.

The author of Ag'azi describes the restoration of
independence as a process of resurrection and the
beginning of a New Ena. "The founder of modern Ethiopia
Haile Selassie I is restored to his throne. He named the
period of Ethiopia's resurrection, the New Era and began
his administration on new lines.,,145 The author invites
every Ethiopian to rise up and build his country under
the "glorious" leader.

In Ar'aya, immediately after independence, Ar'aya
is called upon to return to active service in the
government. His mind, however, is not free from certain

the future fate of the"'1.-:..ic~are related toquestions w

country. Ar1aya abks himself,

- " " Ag'azi, p. 95.
II" . Walda-yohannes, -145walda-giyor~S
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Now that Ethiopia has attained her
independence, is she ~oing to sleep
once again? Has she realised the
advantages of unity and the valus-
of freedom during the past five years
of suffering? Has she got any worth-
while lesson for the future from the
damage the enemy has inflicted upon her ?
Has she discovered the source of power
and civilisation? Has she identified
her friends and helpers in the future?
Will she remember her s~less children
who shed their blJod and sacrificed
themselves for her? Have her children
realised that uniw, cooperation, skill
and practical a~4~on are the guarantee
of her freedom?

The questions are basic and related to some of
~ the problemsthat crop up in the aftermath of independance

. " "" " "such as the ones treated In Yalemzat and Ennat Alam ~annu.
Ennat Al~m T~nu deals with the misfortune of the people

•
in the afterm8th of independence. According to the play,
the interests of the people are systematically negated
after liberation and the expectations of the true
children of the country frustrated. National heroes

n "" "like Balay Zallaqa are humiliated, demoralised, flogged,
imprisoned or put to death.

IT 11Ennat AlarnTannu "~pens with a scene showing BalaY<
•

IT 11 IIZallaqa, a reputed leader of the patriotic resistance,

Ironically, they are people likebeing flogged.

"" d- Art aya pp. 349-350•146Germa~caw Takla-hawary~ ,

- ., -
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instead of freedom, pushed aside her guardians and embraced
those who killed hero

If vYalemzat underlines that the patriotic resistance
is the major force that has made the rest~ration of
freedom possible. B~sah acknowledges the British
assistance though, in his ?pinion, their motive is
'not clear'. "It was true that they opposed the Italians
though I am not sure whether they meant to help uS'or

•
themselves,tI 149 comments B£sah. In BMsah's opinion the
British tried to maintain the Fascist legacies. But
Ethiopians who resisted the Fascists deny them the chance

"to exercise any kind of domination. Yalemzat states that
even the shoe-shine boys and vagrants are mobilised to
punish the arrogants.

" vOn the other hand, Basah complains that there is no
law that gives priority and safeguards the interes~ of
the Ethiopians in the aftermath of the Liberation. He

iiinforms azaz Takkalenn that the foreigners dominate the
economy. Patri~ts like him are forgotten and the fruit
of the struggle goes to the former collaborators.

Ell 11 yV II rr"y . . fndawatta~c qarrac~ malntalns that the freedom 0

Ethiopia is restored as a result of the joint struggle
of the Emperor, the patriots and the British. The

149 11 11 '"Haddis,Alamayyahu, Yalemzat, p. 183.
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proclamation issued in relation to the country's liberaion
focuses on Ethiopian unity. Everybody seems to be
rewarded in propotion to his contribution to the
restoration of independence. Zgll~q~, the patriot in
the novel, however, modestly declines his appointment
as an tawragga' (district) governor. He prefers a
peaceful contryside lifeo Whether or not his action
is a sign of protest is not clear. II"..Yasi takes him for
a fool when he tells her about his decision.

In the aftermath of liberation, as is presented in
Addabay, the situation immediately creates division
among the patriots. The Emperor deliberately undermines
the unity of the patriots and works hard to strengthen
his personal power. Addabay shows how Britain immediately
began betraying her imperialistic interests. The genuine
patriots are gradually pushed aside, alienated end forg~tten.
The collaborators, ene~y agents, absconders and false
friends of the country seize all the power. Everywhere
imitating the Italians becomes the fashiono People are
seenlongin~ for something they fought againsto ItAskala,
one 0:2 the female patriots comments with regard to this
fact: IIInthe past we used to consider it was an insult
and a humilietion if we were asked to act like an Italian;
but now, after having defeated them we are longing to
be like themo" 150 The novel mentions the political
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crises in the aftermath of liberation. "The 'wayyane'
uprising in Tigray, the banditry and acts of sabbotege
in different parts of the country are cited as clear
manifestations of dissatisfaction and political unrest
in the country.

The government treats the patriots unfairly and
treats the collaborators sympathetically.Dannaw, a
distinguished patri~t in Addabay,is given a post but
he fails to fulfill the demands and expectations of his
superiorS. His refraining from taking bribes, for instance,
disappoints all the officials including the Crown Prince.
He becomes a misfit and an obstacle to the smooth functioning
of the motto of 'eat-and let's - eact.' So he is removed
from the scene. He loses not only his post but also his
hereditary fief. Through many examples, the novel makes
us believe that the patriotic struggle drove away the
Fascists but brought to power native tyrants.



Summary of Conclusions

In the f0regoing analysis of the theme of Italian
occupation an attempt has been made to identify the major
themes and the differences in points of view of the
writers in the portrayal of the Italian occupation.

All the novels and plays show that Italy's desire
to avenge her defeat at the battle of Adowa is one of

'II II x s«the causes for the Italo-Ethiopian war. In Endawatta~c
II II \1 '" •garra££ It is stated that Italy considered Ethiopia as

her legitimate sphere of influence. As is expressed in
Sara-Koloniyalist the expansionist policy of the Fascist
o

Party was also another factor that paved the way for the
war. In all the works it is stressed that the Wglwgl
incident was simply a pretext seized upon by the Italians
to wage the war.

In the portrayal of the conduct of the war the majority
IIof the writers focus only on the battle of Maycaw. It

-+ :Ls only in ~;::2tlaw and Ar'a;z§. -r!.:..:::t ttie conduct of
"the war at Amba'BTdom~ Tembien and Sire is treated.

in the Eastern Front is treatedThe conduct of the war
., .~detailed portrayal of the

in Almothum ~~ ~lwasem~ ~
h as Bassa netaw, ~"a.-.Y.C;. . . novels suc ~

f;D'hting :L~"j glven In th t
~o S '-1 the writers maintain a

and Almothum beyye Alwa e~v .n. ...•..

~~---- - . t their enemy.
the EthiopiansfoUght courageously ag~lns "ts use

1 the enemy's superiority In arms, 1.

It was on Y oison gas in thed its employment of pof war planes an
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war that helped it to gain victory. According to Ar'aya
and Bassa Qetaw the superiority in armament was not the
only reason for the defeat of the Ethiopian army. The
army lacked training, organisation and discipline.
Besides, the leaders are also said to have made certain

"" .,..,,, 11.,stravegic errors. Endawattace garracc notes that the, ,
complacent attitude of the older generation also contributed
to the defeat of the Ethiopians. The older generation's
unnecessary underestima.tion of the strength of the enemy
hindered the young generation from making timely preparatinns.
The novel asserts that the war planes and poison gas cannot
be sufficient reason for the defeat. In Ar'aya, too, the
uncritical underestimatinn ~f the enemy force is referrred
to as a collective folly. All the works treated in this
study assert that the retreat from the fronts was totally
disorganised. The Ethiopian army was harrassed by incessant
bombardments by the enemy planes and the c~ntinu~us attack
by the hostile local population. The details of the

11 v"retreat are given in Ar'aya, Bas~a Qetaw and YamaY9aw
11" ~Quslanlla.
The Emperor's flight to Europe was the immediate

d 't eant the absencepolitical effect of the defeat an 1 m
E h" Some novelsof a legitimate political power in t 10pla.

" "v v laim the Emperor'ssuch as Ag'azi S~~ ygmay9aw Quslanna ~cc
. 1 'tory They claimflight to Europe as a great polit~ca V1C •

closely tied to his safety.that the fate of Ethiopia was
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Novels such as Bassa Qetaw and Addabay condemn the flight
as a treachercus decision made against the interest of
the Ethiopian people. The writers of the latter novels
argue that the Emperor's flight demoralised many
patriotic Ethiopians who were ready to fight to the
last by rallying around him. ArY.aya is convinced that
the Emperor could have acted productively if he had
waged a guerrilla warfare by moving from place to place
within the country. All the writers assert that the
Fascist political administration was basically oppressive,
though at times it resorted to a policy of rapproachment.
As is indicated in Bassa Qetaw the Italian occupation of
Ethiopia aroused the indignation of democratic forces
allover the world. The Black Americans and African
intellectuals expressed their solidarity with Ethiopia.
The war and occupation also exposed the impotency of

toe League of Nations in defending theso~reignty ~f

m@mb@I' nations.
As the analysis of th war dis-the works show, e

affected class relationships
It alSOorganised stable families,

and changed people's way of life in general.
h alcoholism. ~;n social proDlems suc asrlse to ce~v~ .. ly the war impoverlshedEoofl.OmJ.. c al ,

thousands of peo~le Lomeless•

gave
and prostitution.
the ~eo~le and left
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Children and aged people were left without supporters.
Though with their own interests in mind, during the
occupation the Italians built many roads, and hospitals
as is acknowledged in Addabay and B~ssa Qetaw. The
Italian occupation also intensified the unrbanisation
process in the country.

During the five years of Italian occupation the
anti-Fascist patriotic resistance did not subside. As
soon as the Italians entered Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian
patriots retreated to different parts of the country.
People from different classes, nationalities,religious
groups and sexes took pert in the struggleo The patriots,
in the process of their struggle, formed the All Ethiopian
Patriots Association. an organ that brought the different
patriotic groups under a single umbrella. The resistance
movement grew in strength while fighting against the
Fascist army and its collaborators. The novels and plays
acknowledge the vital contribution of the undercover
agents in the successes of the patriotic struggle. Novels

II v II 11. • htsuch as Ag'azi and YamaYQaw Quslanna glve more welg
to the political struggle of the exiled Emperor than to
the struggle waged by the patriotso Ag'azi, in particular,
considers the patriotic struggle as an appendage to the
Emperor's struggle.. Novels such as /;rllaya~Bassa Qetaw
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Addabay and N~§annat try to show the patriotic rei stance
as a movement which struggled independently of the Emperor.
Except Ar'aya the rest of the novels in the latter group
are written after the Emperor was ousted from popwer.
Therefore, they are more articulate and outspoken in
their criticism of the Emperor.

Liberation is shown to have been attained through
the struggle of the Ethiopian people and the assistance
of the British government. "v" "V~Ag'p.ziand YamaYG~ Quslanna
try to present the Emperor as a key person in the liberation

,.,.,. l' "of the country. Bassa ~~, Addabal and Na$annat
consider the patriotic movement as the major force that

~,JI vbrought liberation. ralemzat assesses the significance
and extent of the British assistance but also exposes
their colonialist ~~~bitions towards Ethiopia. Novels

"such as Y~lemzat and Addabay and plays such as Ennat ~
.;,1annu extend their stories right to the condition of the

count~J in the aftermath of liberationo They generally
underline that all the hopes and expectations of the
Ethiopian people were frustrated. The patriots were
shown harrassed while the collaborators emerged as

h"" As is evidentchampions of the liberation of Et lopla.
in Ennat Al~m Tannu Ethjr~iR o~brac8d ber enemy and
killed her guardians, fed the traitors and rejected her

sons.
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